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Abstract

Despitethefactthat.li.iesty.|enrodifjcation.increasinglyÌsbeing

hypertension ancl consequently
recognized as irnportant in the prevontion of
jo¡ and poor'ly understood'
stoke, compìiance ¡jth such recommendat'jons nemains

tJsingaconceptualmodelbasedonthel.lea]thBe]iefModelandtheJohnson
l ifestyìe mocljf ications made
Behaviounal Systems þloclel , this study clescribecl
of 1ífest'yle lnodifications
hy stroke pronâ individuals and the association
to stroke'
¡ith: kno¡ledge ancl perceivecl benefits of change, susceptibility
t'he socíaj net¡ork' usi ng a
and suppr:rt fron¡ hea'lth professional s and
¡¡ho had been attendìng a
convenience sampje of 25 stnoke prone ind'ividuals

hypertensjvec]in.icfromsjxmonthstofiveyears,lifesty]echangeandno
changegroups¡ereformedonthebasisofdataobtaineclfromasemist,ructured
jntervie¡. subiects ¡ho maintajned one or more lifestyle changes for a
'lifestyìe change group' Although the
nrtnimum of six nonths cons'ítituted the
six Iífestyles that posed
majgrity 6f suh:iect,s had an average of four of the
ma'intajned" No
stroke risk, on'ly three chanç¡es at most, ¿,ere successful'ly
lifestyle change and
statist.ical'ly signif icant relatitinship ¡as found bet¡een
llo¡vever' t'here ¡as
knotlerlge, nor ¡'ith perceived susceptibi'lity to stroke'
and ímpact of lifestyle on djsease
some indication that. kno¡1edge of disease
and that short term pleasure rather
/reî^e prerequisites of 1Ìfestyle change,
to be a benefít derived front
than future disease preventíon das percejved
the change and
lifestyle change. 5íEnjficant dÍ'tferences dere found bet¡een
nochangegroupsre]atîvetotheamountofsupportreceived.Althoughal]

support' they received
subjects neceiveei some information and emoti<lnal
1Ífesty'le recommendations'
¡ninimal assistance in learn.ing ho,v to inrplentent
perceived to be principìe providers of
The subjects, fam.ily and physician ^,ere
be lacking' Nursjng act'ions to
support, lhile nurses' influence appeared to
'lifestyle chanEe are recommended'
increase pronlot'ion of
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I

CHAPTTR

.INTRODUCTION

Purpose

of the Study

people live influences how they die. Lifesty'le is related
to cerebrovascular disease through 'its role in hypertension. hlhy some
individua,ls can successfully change their 1ìfestyie and thereby reduce
their risk of hypertension, and consequent'ly stroke, while so many fail
to do so remains an unansu,ered and ìmportant question.
How

will jdentify: l)

whether or not people who, by
yirtue of their hypertension are stroke prone, modìfy their 1ìfesty'le
and 2) whether or not their rìsk reducing behaviour is associated with
their perceived susceptibi'lity to stroke,3) their knowledge and 4)
the perceived support and influence of sjgnìficant others and health

This study

of these influencing variables will enable
nurses to devel op more effective ways of he'lp'ing i ndiv idual s to
in'itjate and maintain des'irable lifestyle modifications. Through behaviour changes that reduce the risk of hypertension, cardìac disease
professjonals.

Knowledge

and consequently

stroke, one could expect a decrease ìn the

premature

loss of lives, an increase in productive years and enormous cost
benefits through reduction of this very disabling event.
Backqround

of the Study

Siqnifjcance

of

Incjdence and

the pro bl em i n heal

imp act

of

th

care

hvpertensìon

tssential hypertension js defjned as a sustajned elevation on
three separate occasions, in arterial blood pressure at or above 140
mmHg systoiico and 90 mmHg diastolìc, for which there is no specific
cause. High blood pressure is associated part'iculanly wìth maì es,
with'increasÍng ageo

salt intake,

and overwejght individuals.
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The magnitude

hypertension is evidenced by the
which indicates that:

of the probiem of

Health of Canadians Survey,

.l98'l,

"nearly 200,000 Canadians have blood pressure elevated to
such a degree that treatment would almost certainly be
beneficiaî. An additional 2.6 million persons might
benefit from having their blood pressure lowered. Twothjrds of Canadians who have elevated blood pressure are
unaware of the fact. Even among those who do know their
blood pressure is elevated, approximately one in five is
not ta ki ng medÍ cation . "
Similar'ly Fink (1971) cites that the U.S. National High Blood Pressure
Co-ordinating Committee determined that there were 35 mjllion people 'in
the United States who have hypertension. 0f the 60 percent who know
they are hypertensive, only 20 percent of these are controlled. þlithin
five years after initiat'ion of treatment, approximately three-quarters
of the patients have abandoned therapy (Caldwell, 1970).
The consequences

of untreated hypertension are grave. In its

early stages, it is asymptomatic. However, 'if left untreated, it leads
to damage in the heart, brain, kidneys, ret'ina and other blood vessels.
The Framingham Study showed that even "mild" elevation led to complications with'in 3.9 years. It'is estimated that 850,000 people die each
year from cardjovascular disease related to high bìood pressure. High
blood pressure is a significant factor in the 1,500,000 cases of myocardial infarction and 500,000 cases of stroke that occur each year.
Individuals with blood pressure of 160/95 mmHg, increase their risk of
coronary heart disease four times and of stroke seven tjmes. The cost
to Americans was $40 billion in 1977, together w'ith a loss of 26.7
mi I

I ion work days ( ri

nf,

I 981 )

.

Treatment of hypertension is demanding, but essential if complications are to be avoided. Lack of treatment is like'ly to result in
earìy death, 'increased health costs and complications that decrease the
quality of life. Thís study will address the varjables associated wìth
the prevention of the most devastat'ing of these complications - stroke.
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Incidence and Impact of Stroke
,,stroke i s a neurol ogica'l dysfunction of rel atively abrupt
onset, brought about by a defect in the brajn's blood supply and is
most common'ly trìggered by thrombus, embolus or hemorrhage."
(Baskell, l98l) Stroke ranks third as a cause of mortalìiy in
Canada and the U.S.A., (Salonen,19BZ) fourth as a cause of potential
years of ljfe lost, (Smjth, l9B2), and first as a cause of long
term disabil ity. (Ramirez, I 980) nl though stroke is most commonly
thought of as a disease of old age, it can occur at any a9e, with
its Íncidence rising s1owly after age 45. (hJo'lf; Kannel, Verter,
l9B3). Stroke is.the third most important cause of all deaths jn

the 45-64 year age group, (Sal onen,

Puska

, Tuomel ehto ,

Homan, I 982 ) .

The Framingham prospective study of 1949-j982, in which 5l84
stroke free people were followed for 24 years, estjmated that in
l9B0 alone, 170,400 Amenicans died from stroke. About 38% of
victims d'ie from the initial stroke, (0stfeld, 1973). The five
year reccurrence rate i s 28% for men and I9% for vJomen of s'imilar
ages even if free of hypertension and cardiac disease. Thus, the
potential years of life lost by those suffering a stroke 'is
surpassed only by cancer, heart disease and motor vehjcle accidents.

(Smitn, 1 982)

'in the FramingThe ten year cumulative stroke survival rate
ham study was 35%. A seven year follow up of these 1,830,000 survivorsrtêVealed that 71 % had decreased vocational capacity, 20% needed
assjstance in ambulation , 31% needed assjstance in self care, and
l6% were jnstjtutionalized. Similar results had been reported by
Ostfeld in 1973. The est'imated cost of health care for stroke

victims in 1976 in the Un'ited States exceeded three billion dollars.
In Manjtoba alone, during 1980-Bl, 3019 peopie were hospìtalized
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with cerebrovascular disease for a total of
average cost

141,629

days. At

an

of $428.80 per day (Manitoba Hoso.ital Comjssion), the cost

of hospitalizat'ion to

l'lanjtoba taxpayers was $60,730,5.ì5.00.

Cìear"ly, the benefits

be reaped from preventÍon of stroke in
and a productive society are enormous. The

to

terms of money, human lives,
need for nurses to address stroke prevention

is

immense.

Stroke Prevention

stroke be prevented? Despite an increase in the ag'ing populatìon of our country, cerebrovascular and cardiovascular mortality began a steady decline in the early fifties in the 55-64 age group
(Uicnolls and Johnson, 1983). S'imilarly, stroke mortalìty in the U.S.A.
declined at a rate of 1% per year in the 1940's and 1950's, and at a
rate of 5% per year since 1972 (Levy, 1979). F'inland, which had the
highest incidence of heart d'isease, experienced a 33% drop in stroke
incidence after the introduction of a prevention program (Lalonde, 1976).
A'lthough the exact cause of these declines cannot be attributed to one
facton, it is highly probable that effect'ive med'icat'ion control of hypertension and treatment of heart disease has contributed greatìy to the
decline in stroke mortality. This js supported by the fact that in
Canada the decline in cerebrovascular disease mortality was preceded by
a reduction in hypertensive disease mortality. It is not possible to
determine if the decline was the result of primary prevent'ion or better
medical care, but'it js interesting to note that the reduction in
mortality rates began before the w'ide use of intensive care units, and
'1983). The point to
sophisticated diagnostic techniques (lt'¡ctroll s et al,
Can

is that prevention

work. Stroke can be prevented.
Since most prevention programs emphasize the reductÍon of negative
lifestyles, one wonders to what extent modifjcation of lifestyle and
environmental conditions contributed to the decline of stroke and its
predisposing conditions. Certain'ly this ìs an ìmportant question for
nurses to pursue, as is the development of effect'ive educational
approaches to promote lifesty'le modification.
be made

does
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tffecti

veness

of Health tducation

Proqrams

There have been many efforts on the part of health educators to
promote pos'itìve lifestyles, but many of the costly programs have not
achieved their goa1. Many programs have been des'igned to improve pa-

tjent knowledge. Thjs is

an acceptable goal since many patients are
rel at'ive]y uni nformed. A study by A1 I endorf and Keegan (l 975 ) reveal ed
that pat'ients averaged 55% correct answers on knowledge tests about
their diseases, with the majorrty knowìng almost nothing, and 38% having
emotional distress related to lack of information. Cohen (l98l ) further
reported that B0% of patìents wanted more information, with 35% wanting
detailed explanat'ions. Attempts to increase the public's knowledge of
blood pressure have been partially successful as evidenced by "the 1979
Harris survey wh'ich indicated that 73% of respondents considered high
blood pressure a serious d'isease ìn comparison to 63% who thought so jn
1973" (Cunningham, .l982). However, whìle knowledge may be a necessary
resource, it is not sufficient to mot'ivate health action. (Becker,
Drachman and K'irscht , 1974; Goldstejn, Greenwald, Nathan, Massarik and
Kaback, 1977; Pratt, l97l; |lJeisenberg, Kegeles, and Lund, l9B0).

criterion for judg'ing the effectiveness of an education program'is to identify the existance of a susta'ined behaviour
change. In this light, prevention efforts have not been very successful. Long term patient compliance remains a major problem. In a study
reported by Cohen (l9Bl), only two of 32 patients made appropriate behaviour changes six weeks after d"ischarge. Although compliance does
depend on the tìm'ing and method of measurement, and what aspect of
comp'ljance is being measured, a h'igh rate of noncompìiance is common.
The ultimate

Talkington (1978), Marston (1974), Christensen (1978) and Webb (1981)
found that 30-50% of patìents did not follow physician recommendations,
whereas T'irell and Har"t (1980) found a noncompliance rate of 58% while
Andreoli's (l9Bl) subjects neported noncompliance rates of 75%.

well, the prevalence of high risk lifesty'les among Canadians
speaks to the need for more effective health education programs. Despite Widespread public education, Canad'ians continue to indulge in
self destructive habits. The Health of Canadians Survey (H.C"S.) (l9Bl)
As
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statistics.

Four million six hundred thousand
Canadians have blood pressures above normal. The diastolic blood
pressure of 2.6 million people is between 90-104 mmHg. whìle in 185,000
persons it is over 104 mmHg. Systo'lic pressure tends to increase with
age with 17% of systo'l'ic readings over 165 mmHg occunring in indiv'iduals over 65 years of age. There are 666,000 persons with systolic
.l74
mmHg. Two thirds of the indiblood pressures between 155 and
viduals w'ith elevated blood pressures are unaware of the fact. This
represents l.l mìllion people. Among those who do know, one in five do
not regularly take their prescribed medication.
produced

the fol'lowing

million

Candians have above normal cholesterol levels.
Seventy-seven percent of the empìoyed population and 50% of homemakers
and retired people drink alcohol at least once a month. Forty percent
Two

of all Canadians and 23% of those l5-.l9 years of age smoke cigarettes
da'i'ly. One third of these smokers, smoke 23 or more cigarettes per day.
A'lthough 2.5 mill jon Canad'ians have stopped smoking, 41 % have made no
attempts to stop. In fact, l9B0 saw a 10% r'ise .in smoking - particular1y among the youth.
0n1y 36% of Canadians perform minimum recommended levels of
physica'l activity and this tends to decline with advancing age. In

comparing 15 year olds w'ith those over 65 years of age, the minimal
fitness activity leve1 drops f'ron 46% to ll% in men, and fram 32% to 5%
in women. The emotional state of Canadians is reflected by the fact
that only 46% of the populat'ion are happy about the'ir lives, 4l% feel

are unhappy. Considerìng the d'irect relationship between these lifestyles and hypertension and heart diseaseo the indirect
effect on stroke'incidence'is alarmìng.

neutral

and 4%

fact that heart disease and stroke are
decl ining, that some individuals have quit smok'ing, are losing we'ight,
are participatìng ìn fitness programs and are eatìng healthier djets,
suggests that some programs can promote behaviour change. What, then,
are the unique variables of the programs, the educators or the recipìents of educat'ion that ensure success? l,ie don't have these answers.
0n the other hand, the

/e

can, however, make some assumptions by examìning the teaching ro'le
of health profess'ionals who are expected to advocate lifestyle changes,
and by consjdering the manner in wh'ich teaching methods are being
l^le

devel oped.

Nurses are in an excellent position to do health councelling
w'ith the peop'ìe who neach the healih care system. Although surveys
show that 59% of nurses assign top priority to patìent teaching, (Palm,

1971) see themselves as teachers, and find patient teaching satisfying,
(Murdaugh, 'l980), a survey of l50O nurses revealed confusion regarding
the'ir teach'ing ro'le (Rheiner, lg8l; Cohen, lgBl ). Milazzo (1980)
states that teachìng done by nurses tends to be spontaneous and unplanned even though research has shown that a systematic approach ìs
more effective. A study by Murdaugh (1980) confirmed a lack of skill
when nurses scored 56% on knowledge of teaching and learning princ"iples
and process. Patients confirm the lack of
(1981) and Cohen (l9Sl) reported that over

effective teaching. Syred
half of patients sampled rehad questions of the nurse at the time of

ceived no advice or still
d'ischarge from hospital. Bullough (l9Bl ), using open ended questions,
found that only 20% of patients identified the nurse as a signifìcant
source of informat'ion, and 42% perceived the nurse as giving little or
no information. Only 25% saw the nurse as a signìficant source of
emotjonal support. Likewise, Telama (l9Bl) found that only 25 of 336
subjects said they were motivated to begin exerc'is'ing by a doctor or
nurse. The tendency is to assume that health piofessionals are committed to promoting healthy liv'ing and have the skill to do the job
effective'ly. Such is not always the case.

0n the other" hand, there is evidence which demonstrates that
nurses can be veny effective in disease prevention. In l97B a study
was conducted in Wìnnipeg in which a nonrandom sample of B0 patients
wjth a diastol'ic blood pressure of 95 mmHg or greater were followed for
a fifteen month period and data collected on bl.ood pressure, weight
control and appointment attendance. The sampìe was made up of 40
patients from a hypertensive clinìc operated by nurses who had comp'leted a four week session on pathophysiology and treatment of
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hyper"tension. The sample groups v'/ere sim'ilar in demographics and
init'ial blood pressure. Anti-hypertensjves were used equaily by both
groups" l^Jithin a twelve month period, patìents in the nurse clin'ic
expenienced weight loss as opposed to wejght gain observed in the
physician cl'inic, and tended not bo drop out of the clinic (Ramsay, lgBZ).
Thus, nurses can be very effective jn supportìng positìve lifestyles. However. except for the fact that nurses spent more time counsellìng
patients, and arranged more frequent appointments,'it is not known what
the nurses did specifically to achieve better management of hypertension,
why patients followed recomniended therapies or why they kept appointments. The answers to these 'important questìons must be known before
nurses can enhance their effectiveness 'in promot'ing 'lifesty'le changes.

efforts to d'iscover effective teaching strategies are not founded on sol'id theory. Popular
trends range from self learning packages, brochures, telev'ision advertisements, self help groups and self management pnograms, but these
methods are being deveìoped before there'is good understanding of why
some people make appropriate lifestyle changes while others d'isregard
the risks and continue to indulge themselves.
Programs may be unsuccessful because

hle cont j nue

to

devel op teachi ng strategi es

to

man'i

pu'late vari abl es

before knowing which ones encourage sustained behavìour change. The
Heal th of Canadi ans Survey exemp'ì 'if i ed th'is approach. 0f the I .5
million persons reporting hypertension, 91.7% did not seek consultation
regularly. For 5.1% of these, the reason for neglect 'is known, wh'ile
for 1.6% it is unknown. However, information is not c'ited as to why
other individuals do seek advice. It would seem more logical to base
the development of approaches on a posjt'ive scheme.

studies have been carried out, they reveal the
inadequacies of education programs. For example, pub'lic education has
been directed towar"ds informing the publìc of the long term'i11 health
When such

effects of thejr

habit.

Research shows that 95% of peop'le who stop
own, some because of concern about their health,

their
but others desire to set an example, achieve self control, or are d'issmoking do so on

gusted

with

bad

breath (Surgeon General's Report, lg$l ) .

tducation
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stresses that exerci se w'i I I prevent card'iovascul ar d'isease , Vêt, Tel ama
(l9Bl ) in a survey of 552 Finn'ish people, us'ing unstructured interviews,
found people exercised not for their health, but for recreation, relaxation, as a counterbalance to work, and interest in nature. These results ind'icate that prevention programs must be developed according to
the motivations expressed by those who have successfully changed their
behaviour. Studies 'identifying those motives are few.

In summary, wê have a situation where, despite the excellent
opportun'ity for nurses to promote positive lifestyles, their efforts
have not a'lways been successful. Because of a preoccupatjon with
developìng strategies, the more fundamental questìon has not been adequately addressed: ie. it seems ìmperative that nurses first understand
mot'ivation for heal th behav jour. We must 'identjfy the vaniables
assoc'iated with the attempts of hypertens'ive individuals to compìy with
recommended regìmens. Undoubtedly th'is will lead to a clearer understanding of what nurses must do to be more effective in helpìng ind'ivìdua'ls adopt healthy I iv'ing styles. Until we have such answers, stroke
preventi on wìl

I

remai

n a dream.
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Conceptual Framework
The conceptua'l framework

for this study is

based upon the

Johnson Behavioral System Model o (Johnson, l9B0) and the Health Belief
Model (Becker, 1974). Individuals ane comprised of a behavioral system
in which behaviour results from interaction, interdependency and inte-

gration of eight subsystems that are genetically determined but vary
because of social and cultural factors. tach has specif"ic goals and
functional requìrements that must be met either through the person's
own efforts or through outside assistance. The subsystems are:
achievement, aggressive, affiliat'ive, dependency, ìngestìve, el'im'inatìve,
sexual and restorat'ive. 0f particularimportance to I ìfestyle changes,
is the subsystem of ach'ievement.

is composed of four elements that contribute to
behaviour in any g iven situation. A qoal or drive varies amon g i ndi v'iduals in terms of what fulfills the goa1, the value pìaced on goal attainment and the drive strength. This variation is the result of age, sex
Each subsystem

cultural values, mot'ives, sociaì norms, self concept and rewards.
The specific goal of the achievement subsystem is to control one's own

and

life

and actions which ìs accomplished through acquisition of knowledge,
percept'ion of the environment, a desjre to learn, and a system of rewards. Health, pìeasure, freedom of fear and paìn, are examples of
personal goaì s.

,

The set'is a predisposition to act in a certain way in relat'ion
to the goal , under certain circumstances, w'ith selected indiv'iduals.
The set dictates on what the person will focus and whether the behaviour
will be maintained. It is influenced by social norms, status in a group,
I i f es

tyl

e

,

i

ntel 'l i gence and percept'i ons .

Behaviour is selected from a repeto'ire of choices wh'ich are
developed on the basis of past experiences, perceptions of present
sjtuations and self effjcacy, energy availability, learning, age and
external pressures. The influence of health professionals, fami'ly and
peer groups can greatly affect this decision making process.
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Observabl

e

behav j

oulis the response of the subsystem to stimul i .

Behaviour is a dynamic state of interaction which deter"mines and I im'its
how a person interacts with the environment. Behaviours are reasonably
stable, yet, mod'ifjable. They develop over time through the process of
mot'ivation, experience and learn'ing, and are influenced by physical ,

bìo'logical, psychological and social forces.

is dependent upon the environment to
from unnecessar y threats, b) nurtunance

The system as a whole

protection
by prov'iding conditions, resources and opportunjties to develop and
maintain effective behavjour, and djscourage ineffective copìng,
c) stimulatjon thro ugh manipu'lation of cues, opportunitjes, rewards
and expectations so that motivation to injtiate'new appropriate behaviour

provìde

i

s

a)

enhanced.

Through sensory 'input,

material is taken from the environment
and released back into it in the form of verbal and nonverbal responses.
The effectiveness of the behaviour in achieving the goal is constantly
monitored through internal behaviour feedback mechanisms.
a basic drive is not satisfied, or when the envjronmental
stimul j exceed the system's abi I'ity to adjust, ô si tuation of imbal ance
exhi sts and the mot'ivat'ional el ement of the system i s stimul ated. Lack
of adaptation is seen as behaviour which is d'isorderly, purposeless,
When

and unpredictable.

internal regulatory

are learned and internal'ized
dur"ing adolescence. They consist of a biophysio'logic mechanism; a
psycho'logic mechan'ism wh'ich functions on the basis of self concept,
defense mechanisms, cognìtive levels; and a soc'io-cultural mechanism
comprised of learned behav'iours, beliefs, and values that are consistent
with one's social position. Through the use of these control meihanismso
the individual changes to meet external demands and re-establjshes
balance within the system. This balance reflects adaptation to some
degree even if it doesn't match the cultural norm for healthy behavjour.
These

mechanisms
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Accord'ing

to the Health Belief

Model

, the pr"obability that a

person w'i11 take a prevent'ive health act"ion'is a funct'ion of their
perceived susceptibiì ity to disease, a bêl ief that 'if acquired, there

will

be serious consequences on health, lifesty'le, and the'ir family.
The readiness to act is based on a dec'ision making process where the
perceived costs and benefits of the recommended behav'iour for that
indiv'idual are wejghed. If the individual has faith in the health care
system, and perceives that the advocated behaviour will be both safe
and effective in reducing the perceived threat, a logical dec'isjon w'ill
be made to adopt the behaviour. A cue, at threshold level, is then
necessary to turn th'is behavioural intention into action. A triggering
internal event such as symptoms, fear, pain, pleasure, or external
events such as intenaction with others, or mass media messages, make
the indiv'idual aware of dissonance between beliefs and behaviours.
Thjs dissonance provides the necessary motivation to act and reduce the
threat, or to use defence mechanisms to deny the threat. The decis'ion
is based on the sum of a1'l positive perceptions to be ga'ined from e'ither
adopting the new behaviour or reta'in'ing the old. The choice is dependent on what is most salient to the person. Motivation in this model, is
based on a comb'ination of factors that together reach a threshold level.
If the balance is too low or too high, behaviour w'ill not follow.
(Becker, 1974)

Belief Model and the Johnson Behav'iour
similarin four ways. They both suggest that:
The Health

Model are

l. mot'ivation is the result of a combinat'ion of factors.
2. there is a feedback mechanism whereby people evaluate the
congruency between the'ir goals and behavìour,
percepti ons are vi tal j n creati ng a pered'ispos'it'ion to act,
external variables influence the decis'ion making process.

3.
4.
It seems appropriate to use these two models, in that this
will

attempt

l.

study

to identify:

ìmportant personaì, and 'interpersonal variables that enhance
a subject's motivatjon to adopt health promotive behaviours,
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2
3

4

the benefits that peop'le hope to gajn from their behavìour,
the'ir perceptions and their behav'iour, and
the jnfluence of actions of other people on their dec'ision
to change or not to change thejr behav'iour.

with hypertension are at risk of stroke. Preventive
action is their own responsibi'l ity. However, throughout the process,
peopìe are pul'led by positive and negat'ive forces. Therefore, ìf
ìifesty'le modification'is desirable, and nurses wish tc encourage
indiúiduals to make appropriate changes, the person's posjtive and
negative perceptions must be known regarding the need for action, the
consequences of action or non action, and their percept'ion of wellintended he'lp. The two models have therefore, been comb'ined 'in the
conceptual framework for th'is study. (Figure l).
People

Nursing problems arise when behaviours are incongruent with the
goa'ls of the system, or when the env'ironment conta'ins an excess or
deficit of variables that could threaten the physical, psychologica'l or
social stabi'lity of the system. A nursìng d'iagnosis of an actual or
potentì a I prob'l em 'is then made. The nurse i denti f i es the pat'i ent ' s
perceptìons of the situat'ion, the perceìved changes in the'ir usual behav'iour, lifestyle, or self concept, and explores the variables 'influenc'ing these changes. Variables jn the envjronment are then man'ipulated
to provide the stimuli, opportunity and resources to assure progressive
and purposeful adaptation.

If the problem relates to the four structural elements of the
subsystem, the nurse will assist the person to strengthen the'ir drive,
alter their goaì or perceptions, broaden their repetoire of alternative
choices, and assist them to change the'ir" behaviour. If the prob'lem
relates to inadequacies in the environment, the nurse will focus on
envi ronmental excesses and def ic'its, and wi I I 'impose external control s

will

will

attempt to manage threats on the penson's behalf,
encourage suppressìon of ineffective responses on supply stimula-

on behaviour,

t'ion to assjst the person to develop and use

new behav'iours.
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'

of nursing is thus, to assist the person to
appropriately use their energy to adapt to stressors and ma'intain their
developmentaì level of functioning. Although the nurse respects the
pat'ient's right to make choices, attempts are made to h'igh'light the
The goaì

choices that would lead to a healthier and happier

life.

result is sat'isfactony, if the behaviours that meet the
goals are judged by the patìent to make a signifjcant pos'itive difference in their personal and soc'ial lives. The consequences of all efforts
should be behavioural stabil'ity, adjustment to the situation, adaptation
to stressors, and the development of purposeful and orderly behavìour.
The end

relationshiP is, thus an act'ive, reciprocal
and participator"y alliance. The patient brings intimate knowledge of
their values, goâls and lifestyle while the nurse, brings expert'ise'in
assessment and intervent'ion. "The partic'ipants in the system are,
therefore, held accountable by each other fon theìr actions."
The nurse/patjent

(Barofsky, I 978),
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Research Questions:

i

What
1

js the relationshìp between a stroke

ifesty'l e modificat'ions

prone person's

arid :

1. their perceived susceptibi'l ity to stroke,
2. their knowledge of i) risk, ii) hypertension, iij)
iï i ) I rif estyl e and iv ) their understandi ng of the
ifestyl e recommendation,
the nature of the perceived support from significant
others and heal th professional s?
1

3.
II

ïihat reasons do subjects give for modify'ing or not modifying
their I ifestyl e?

/1e

Definition of

l.

Terms

Stroke prone - persons who because of their l'ifestyle or history,
have a risk much higher than the rest of the populatjon for
developing an intial stroke.

- the score received on each of four content areas in the
instrument related to: I ) the influence of diseases and family
history on hypertension, 2) hypertension, 3) tne influence of lifestyle on hypertension and 4) their understanding of lifestyle
Knowledge

2

recommendati ons
3

P_erceived

.

suscep

- the score received

on three questions in
the subject's bel ief about the l'ikel ihood
concern about thjs and the frequency at

the instrument related to
of havìng a stroke, their
whjch they th'ink about this.

4.

social network - the score obtained b y the
subject's ident'if icat'ion of ,persons who offer support or non support
in the areas of emotionaì, cognitíve, and instrumental support and
social outreach.
Perce'ived suppont from

5. Lifestyle modification - one or more se'lf reported changes made in
the subject's way of living since be'ing diagnosed as hypertensive and
maintained for a minimum of six months.
As

sumptì ons

-

Nurses have an

obligation to encour3ge the h'ighest level of

behavioural functìoning.

-

Individuals can change their behaviour.
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CHAPTER ] I

LITERATURT

REVIEt^J

In developing health education approaches, the nurse must be
awal"e of the numerous 'internal and external vari abl es that i nf I uence
choice and ma1ntenance of risk reducing behav'iour. In this review,
emphasis w'ill be on the effect of jntennal variables - namely perceptions, values, predisposing personaì factors, the nature of decjsion
making on stroke preventive behaviours. External variables such as
interpersonal relationships, will be discussed 'in terms of their impact
on compliance with recommended f ifestyle changes. These topìcs will be
djscussed as they pertajn to the four areas of the conceptual framework.

I

Set

Percepti ons

Percept'ions determ'ine whether illness ìs recognized, considered serious and how the person responds. They are personaì
and unique levels of awareness based on what that indiv'idual
knows, feeìs and sees regardless of the'ir importance or accunacy.
Perceptions are based on a comparison to past experiences, a
tendency to see things in a certa'in way, and a part'icular mean'ing given to the situation. They provide the basis for evaluatìng the actions of health professionals and for making decis'ions
about health recommendations. If the indjv'idual perceives that

the

will

be beneficia'1, action might be taken.
Perceptions are not stat'ic entitieso but rather, may change as a
result of new information or experiences. Thus, perceptions are
a focus fon nursing. When perceptions of illness are incongruent
with objectjve data, nursing efforts are directed toward matching
perceptions of the nurse and patient so that through exp'lorat'ion,
perceptìons become consjstent wìth reaf ity (t,.lu, 19731' Andreoli,
lg8l; Christensen, l97B). There are sevenal health theories that
focus on percept'ion.
recommendation
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Belief Model, as previous'ly discussed, emphasizes the influence of perceptions of susceptibilìty and severity
of illness and efficacy of the recommended course of action on
reducing the perceived threat. Empirical testing of the H.B.M.
The Health

has shown inconsistent results. Kjrscht and Rosenstock (1977),
using persona'l interviews in a three year study of 132 randomly
selected hypertensive patients, found perceived susceptibjl ity
of illness, seriousness of disease and efficacy of regimen to be
important determinants of preventive behaviour. Similar results
were found by Schmidt (1977 ) and Nathanson, (1977). The results
of Croog and Richards (1977) on the other hand, did not support
the H.B.l'l. An e'ight year study of 205 males and their wives,
showed that men quit smoking after their myocardial infarction
whether or not they had perceived smoking as a threat prior to
the M.I. Their wives cont'inued to smoke despite the fact that
they had similar perceptions, had seen the health consequences
of smoking, and were daily witnesses that one could quit. smoking.
llel son (.l978) found no statist'ical difference between
health beliefs of compliant and noncomp'liant hypertensive males
as measured on a questionnaire. Firell and t{art (.l980) used

semi-structured interviews to study long term exercise compliance
of 26 male and four female coronary by-pass patìents aged 45-74
years. The stnongest relationship to compl'iance was with percept'ion of barriers, followed by perception of susceptibì1ity
but the rel at'ionshi p was not pos'itive. Those who perceived
themselves most susceptible were least compliant, either because
they felt that if the situation was so bad, there was no point in
changing behaviour, or because they beljeved the situation was
not serious since they had a competent doctor who would treat
them. Since they now perce'ived themselves with fewer symptoms,
they did not concern themselves with the possibiì'ity of advancement

of their arteriosclerotic

process.
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Fear

of Iilness

as a motivator

If

one assumes that people value the'ir health, perceptions
of suscept'ibil ity to and seriousness of disease create a fee'ling
of threat. The desire to reduce that threat js thought to be the
motivation for behaviour change. Yet, attempts to 'increase motivatÍon through the introduction of fear have met with varying
degrees of success.

Janis (1978), Becker (1974) and Haefner (1974) report on
studies where fear was heightened. For some individuals it djd
produce an intention to alter behaviour, but was inconsistent ìn
terms of creat'ing a lasting behaviour change. Experìemental
studies show that there are diminishing returns as the level of
.l966;
(OoObs
is

fear
increased
& Leventhal ,
Leventhal ; f.lil es,
.l964).
When fear is strong'ly aroused by a message but is not
ful'ly rel ieved by reassurances, anxiety interferes with decis'ion
making and the person is motivated to ignore, minimize or even

the importance of the threat. This can be exp'lajned by the
health belief model . t,fhen perceived susceptìbi'l ity and severity
is very high, the individual fails to see how the benefits of any
preventive action cou'ld possib'ly overcome the threat, so psychological defense mechanjsms are used to reduce perceptions of the
threat and restore the indivjdual to balance. Unhea'lthy behaviour
deny

is

thus maintained"

of

concurrent reassurance, as well as the
need for correct timing was shown by Nelson (1978) who found blood
pressure control to be associated wìth a high I evel of anx'iety
at the time of diagnosis, perceptions of efficacy of treatment, and
awareness of the impact of hypertension and jts treatment on lifestyle'
The importance

Powers and l,loodridge (l 982) usì ng

6 experìmental condi tions based on four. nursjng approaches confirned the importance
of timing of fear, but the results suggested an opposite approach.
Djscussion

of

negative consequences

of

1

hypertension occurring
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more than one year after diagnosis may serve to remotivate
people" However, wjth newly diagnosed patients' a focus on
dangers may interfere with learn'ing of other essential informa-

tion and skills that would lead to appropriate behaviours. The
difference jn results may have been related to the educatjonal
level of subjects. Nelson (.]978) found the association of fear
and tÍme to be related to leve'l of education. Forty-sìx percent
of Power's subiects had less than a grade eight educat'ion.
Thus, to be effective, a correctly tìmed fear message
must be powerfu'l enough to suggest that one's goals w'ill not be
met unless a new course of action is adopted, and that th'is action Ís both possible and effective for that person.

II

The Goal s

of

Behav'iour

-

Values

Health as a motivator

In order for fear of disease to motivate behaviour, health
must be valued. Studies suggest, that this is not always so.
Telama, Vuolle, and Laakso (l9Bl) in a survey of 336 Finn'ish
subjects, used questionnaires and unstructured 'intervjews to
study the importance of health motives for physical activity.
They found that when questionnaires were used, answers reflected
the health propaganda for physical activíty. However, with unstructured interviews, subjects emphasized such motives as desire
for recreation, relaxation, counterbalance to work, joy and
i nterest i n nature. 0f the reasons given forincreas'ing physica'l
actìvtty, 7% related to health, while 40% related to pleasure.
Therefore , p'l easure 'is more ìmportant than heal th .

'

In a comparjson of physica'l fitness of 50 joggers and 50
non joggers, subjects reported that they ran not only for cardiovascular benefits, but also because they lost we'ight, developed"
firmer muscles, reduced their emotÍonal tension and enioyed being
alone wiih nature. Joggers al so reported practising n'ine posjtive
health behaviours to a greater extent than non joggers suggestìng
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that a satisfying, successful

haviour may serve as motivation

for

of

one health beanother (Zunich & Dick'inson,

performance

r eTe).

is

not a strong motivator even among individuals
who know they are at risk. llelson (.l978) interviewed ì42 hypertensive patients and found that perceived severity of hypertension and perceived efficacy of the regimen ì n terms of how
they related to the person's lifestyle were associated with
Hea'lth

blood pressure control. Other genenal attitudes toward health
were not related to any of the measures of compl iance. Sim'i1arly,
Becker (1974), reported that after equal exposure of smokers and

to the Surgeon General's Report on smok'ing, within
ten weeks, smokers knew'less, bel'ieved that smoking was serious,
and that they were susceptible not only to smoking reìated diseases but to other chronic diseases. l,leverthel ess, their bel iefs
in the benefits of smoking didn't change. Pleasure lvon. At the
end of ten weeks, more peop'le were smoking more
non smokers

People choose unhealthy behaviour because

of the pleasure

it brings.

Benefits from a high risk lifestyle outweigh perceived
hazards, so the person chooses to ljve a shorter life and be happy
than to extend jt and forgo p'leasures. Thus,when an índividual is
told to reduce the intake of excessive calories and alcohol,
and reduce the number of cigarettes smoked, it conflicts with
the person's perceived right to p'leasure, need for tension reduction or a high socjal profile. Ardell (.l982) Oelieves there is
little interest in assuming preventive behaviours because the
informatíon given, is usually dull and dwells on the hazards and
horrors of doing the "wnong things". The ind'ividual is expected
to forego p'leasure which demands too much effort, time and sacri-

fice.

If

health is not an jmportant motivator in itself, and
indeed, people are not moved by sickness avoidance and l'ife extension, nut by such thìngs as pìeasure, self esteem, need for
acceptance, success, and avoidance of fear of not accomplìshing
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goalso health educat'ion should cease being in competition
with pleasure. "The focus should be on short term pleasures to
be reaped from choosing the right path - not on long term penaltjes for wrong doing" (Ardell , 1 982). Rather than instil 1 ing
fear of health consequences, health professionals need to become
aware of the indiv'idual 's values arìd how disease wil I cause a
loss of those valued p'leasures and hor¡r the recommended regimen
will allow for the continuation of the desired quality of life.

their

There are no studies which relate decision mak'ing of
persons with chronic illness to persona'l values other than health,
and I ittl e is known about .how peop'le make choices between such
costs and benefits.

B.M. i s weak i n several areas . F jrstl y, the model
makes the unfounded assumptions that health is a common value and
that threat will lead people to make logica'l decisÍons about the'ir
health. Secondiy, I ittle atlention is paid to soc'ial factors
which have a major influence in chronic diseases. Thirdly, the
model applies to the middle class by virtue of the fact th.at
assessing benefits and costs ìmpììes planning, a future orientation, and a willingness to defer grat'ificatjon. These are uncommon characteristícs of the lower socio economic strata"
The

l-1.

' In summary, empirical testing of the H.B.M. y'ields inconcl usive resul ts. Its use with chronic il I ness has shown that
the patient's perceptions matter - not those of the health professionals. l,Jhich perceptions are crucial is unknown. Percejved
severe'ity ìn the presence of symptoms has been associated with
compliance. When symptoms are absento noncompliance.is more frequent. since adherence to treatment demands effort with little
payoff. Efforts to increase motivation through the use of fear,
have not I ead to compl'iance unl ess combined with methods of
threat reduction. There is suggestion that when the indiv'idual
weìghs costs and benefits, they are related to values in life
other than health. Although the model doesn't answer the question
of what triggers behaviour, it does ident'ify varfables to be
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in health educatjon. It becomes clear that not one, but
the joint relationsh'ip of susceptìbi1 ity, serìousness, benefit

addressed

factors may predict behaviour. Furthermore, psychological, social, cultural factors and life goa'ls
must be addressed when advocating a long term preventive health
and unique motivational

behav

ioun.

Demograph'ic Var ia bl es

In a review of the literature which summarizes attempts
to predict compliance on the basis of demographic variables,
Marston (1979) reports that except ìn the very young and very
o'ld, age is not significantly related to compliance. The l'ikelihood of following regimens was associated with being too busy or
forgetting. Aìthough some studies show that females are more
compliant w'ith anti-hypertensive managemcnt (Sacco, lgTB), sex,
generally is unrelated to compliance. Some studies show that'
low SES is related to noncompìiance (Cfrristinsen, lgTB) and hìgher
StS is related to preventive health behaviours but these ane
inconclusive, since many do not include wide ranges of SES in
the samp'le. Littl e associat'ion has been found between education
and comp'liance, with some suggest'ion that increased educatjon is
associated with noncompliance. The above results were confirmed
by Hu'lka, Casnel , Kupper and Burdette (1976). General'ly, demographic va¡riabl es are'rarely predictive of compl jance.
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IIi

Decision Making Process

Health behaviour is a reflection of the individual's
decision making process. Most compljance studies focus on what
influences dec'isions. Few address the basic problem of how the
decision is actually made or how to assist patients in the process. We take for granted that it's an easy process and that
the person will simply obey instructions. Christensen (l 978),
Hershey and Kunreuthêr (1978) suggest that compliance is a complex dynamic process that changes as a result of new i.nformat'ion
and personal experiences. Health decisions are in fact, made in
two phases - the in'itial decision making and the stage of confirmation.

injtial

with the health professional is a
testing and learning process. The person comes with certain
perceptions about the problem, a unique value system and an expectation that a cure can be effected. These perceptions are based
The

encounter

on prion experiences, ìeve1 of education, and peer group norms.
During encounters, the person forms an opìnion about the credibility of the health professional. If the person's expectations
of the health professional are met, and there is congruency between the perceptíons of the two partìes, the probability is
good that the patient w'ill accept the advice. l,{hen incongruence
is resolved according to the profess'ional's point of v'iew - the
patient may comply, but on a tentat'ive basis.
The patient ultjmately makes the decision by reassessing
the seriousness of the condition and the benefits and costs of
alternative actions. Decisions as to whether or not to follow
recommendations are based, not on rationaììty, but on the joint
effect of several variables which add up to g'ive the greatest
advantage to the person. The indiv'idual compares the options to
what they desire or value and chooses the path that will protect

contribute most to their p1 easure. If
the advice is too demanding, or is ìncompatable with other decìsions, the person yieìds to temptations at work, home and places

their

cher¡i.shed val ues and
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of leisure activ'ity
most

p1

easant activi

and through rat'ionalization chooses the

ti es.

to adopt or reject a recommendation is not
the terminal stage of the deciding process. Reinforcement for
the decision will continually be sought to avoid or reduce
dissonance. If exposed to frequent conflict'ing messages that
alter the original percept'ions, or lead to disillusionment with
The decision

the professional, the decision

may be reversed (Christensen, l97B).

Decision making as an ongoing process is supported by
Webb ("l980). In an experimental study of hypertensive patients,
neÍther vigorous group education nor psychosocial counselì ing in
addition to medical care, s'ignifjcantly improved blood pressure
control beyond that achjeved by medical care alone. However, the
,occurrence of some ìmprovement suggested that results might have
been different if pa'tients had also received individualized follow
up supportfor several months to help reso'lve problems and strengthen the professional/patient relationship.
Thus, heal

th

have the nesponsi bi1 ity not
compliance decision, but for

professjonal

s

only for promot'ing the initial
continuing to reinforce the dec'isions made. However, one must
be always mindful of whose decisìon is being supported. To what
extent is it ethical to manipulate behaviour and demand compliance? The person should be helped to make their own infor"med

in their quest for solut'ions.
People need help to learn effective decision makìng. They
need to evaluate the situatíon, acknowledge and exp'lore their
tendency to rationalize, justify their decisions, judge the end

decisions and be guided

product and then select a direction in an unfamiljar situation.
They need to know what they want, and what js true about themselves and their environment.
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patients are noncomp'liant they are often v'iewed as
someone who needs more information rather than as someone who
needs heìp making a dec'isjon and overcoming temptations. l'le
forget that learning proceeds in a sequential order: knowledge,
comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation.
Patients are most often given information, je. the lowest level
of learning, but are not helped to develop the tools for thinkìng
and evaluatjon, Íe. the most essential levels. A shift in focus
from answers to d'iscovery learning seems appropriate (Goodrich,
When

r e8z)
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Influence of 0 thers on Decision Makinq
Health Professional

s

An important external variable influencing complìance js the
patient/profess'ional re'latìonsh'ip. The professional's personality,
activities during the visit, and manner of resolving differences in
perceptions are significant (Becker, 1974; 1973; Syred, lg8l).
Charney, Bynam, E'ldridge, Macþlhinney, l'lcl,labb, Scheiner, Sumpter,
Iker (1967) cited in Christensen (1978), found that a warm relationship of long standing was pos'it'ively assoc'iated with compl iance. As
wel1, contact wjth the same health professional reduced the drop out
ratefrom 42% to B% over a one year period. Finnerty, Mattie (1973),
cited in Schmidt (1977) found that doctors with low drop out rates
were more positive in dealjng with patients, had a more personalized
lìntervl'ew format, had a greater l iking for the patient, and generally

a warmer rel ationship with them. Davis (1971 ), c'ited in Schmidt
(1977) analyzed recorded interaction processes in an outpatient department and found that non-compf iance was directly related to the
doctor-patient interaction. Compliance was related to doctor-patient
agreement, release of tension during the encounter, the patìent's
seeking the doctor's opinion and the doctor offering considerable
attention.
Franc'is (1969), cited

in

Christensen (1978) using semistructured follow-up'interviews found that although the above
quaf ities didn't increase compliance, the'ir absence greatly decreased compl jance. The study also showed that satisfact'ion w'ith
the initial medical visit whjch fulfilled expectations was associated with compliance. Resolutjon of professional/patient djfferences
depended on the patìent's perception of the professjonal's friendljness, trustworth'iness, believabi'l'ity and helpfuìness (Christensen,

197S). Svarstad (cited in Christensan, l97B) found that phys'icians
who gave expl icit, consistent, written 'information obtained greater
compliance. They also exhjbjted four compliance strateg'ies:
friendliness, medica'l authorìty, emphasjs on the need to continue
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taki ng medicat'ions and justi f icat'ion

for the drug use.
There are few objectíve measures of the 'influence of patient-

physician interaction patterns on compliance.

subjective
measures are: satisfaction with care, patient preference for a
physìcjan with a particular persona'lity, nature of approach related
to friendliness, understanding and genuine concern. A neutral
approach had no effect on compliance (Marston,1970).
Some

a person vlews their relationship with the care provider
is determined by the position they occupy on a decjsion nrak'ing
continuum. "When a person is compliant, there is a hjnt that the
person has been coerced to conform to some standard set for that
person. l^lhen people form an all iance, they have negotiated what
they wiìl do to care for themselves. Coercion, conformity and
How

negotiation make up a continuum" (Borofsky, l97B). Few studies
examine such dynamics of the patient/health profess'ional relationship. Studies tend to investigate either what the care provider
does, or how the Patient behaves, but not the interactjon and contributions of the pair. The goal needs to be the development of an
alliance or a partnership of negotiation and away from a preoccupation about compliance. The end result may surprisingly be
one

of

comp'liance.

In a study by Ta'l kìngton (.l978) an experirnental group of
l82 randomly selected outpatients participated in an jnterview where
the nurse discussed the reasons for recommendations, how they were
to be carried out, consequences of noncomp'liance, potential problems,
alternatìves, and resources. Patients were contacted in a few days
and again in two weeks to give support. A control group of 156
randomly selected patients only had a physicjan visit. Although the
study js weak in measuring complíance because of its short term
measurement, and a patient particìpation rate of only 45%, it is
important jn that when patients were asked to estimate their degree
of compliance to recommendations, they tended to focus away from
this goa'l and limit their comments almost exclusìvely to the personal
interaction and support which occurred, jndicating the importance of
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thjs variabl e.
nature

of

There are few nursing studies which examine the
interaction between the patient and nurse.

Fanl'il y

of famiìy support

and interaction was demonstrated by Heinzelmann & Bag'ley (.l970), in a study of 239 sedentary
middle aged people with hypertens'ion who were advised to participate
in a phys'ica1 exercise program. If the wife's attitude towards thjs
participation was positive, there was an 80% chance that the
husband's adherence would be good to excellent. If the wife's
attitude was neutral or negative, the partjcipation rate dropped to
40%" Levine, Green, Deeds, Chwalow, Russel , and Finlay (l 979) found
that this effect of family support was greater on males than females
suggesting that women are more independent.
The ìmportance

Mil I er, Lausl

erer, Johnson, Garrett, l,'lechoff, McMahon (l 982)
investigated the belìef process by which patients make their decisions about medical regimes. Twentyfour male patíents in a cardiac
rehabìl itat'ion centre aged 39-70 years who smoked and were overweight were followed. Their behavioural intent'ions, and health
behaviours were measured on a Likert scale in the rehabilitation
centre and again at home six months later. Although subjects intended to adhere to all aspects of the regimen, their behavjour was
consistent with their intentions only for dìet, work and social
situations - not for smoking, stress management, exercise or medjcations. Patients consistently perceived their family's expectations
to be h'igher than their own intentions and these perceptions of
their famjly's expectations were more closely related to patìent
behaviour than the patient's own jntentions.
Influence of the Social Network
Health pnofessionals tend to view noncomp'liance as deviant
behaviour. Consequently, studies attempt to determine what makes
patients behave in ways that are detrimental to their health. This
view, however, is from a medical perspective, and ignores the fact
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not be considered deviant within the patient's peer group from whom advice and support is sought. The
importance to health of this social support is current'ly being
acknowledged. Attention 'is being directed toward identifying the
individual's social networnk which 14itchell, cited in Israel (1982),
and Pilisuk (.l978) define as a network of interactions among a
group of persons some or all of which, may or may not provide
social support.

that such behaviour

may

The study of social networks is encouraged by Pil esuk (1 978)
who cites that epidem'io1ogÍca1 studies show that the hìghest morbidity rate, particulary as a result of accidents, alcoholism and mental

illness,

ane prevalent among single, d'ivorced, separated or elderly
persons. However, 'it has been shown that envinonmental stressors
associated with illness can be buffered by the presence of an intimate acquaintance who offers continuous nurturant support. Furthermore, in stableo intact families characterjzed by sens'itive interaction, health behaviour is more oftèn directed at prevention.

(1979) also suggests that health professjonals need
to become aware of an indivìdual's support system si.nce peop'le will
turn in'itially to their social network and seek advice, guidance
and comfort from individuals who have successfu'lly reso'lved a similar problem. If the social group emphasizes authoritarian family
relations, and traditional ethnic friendships, the person is more
ljkely encouraged to adhere to the health orientations of the social
group rather than those of the health professionals (Suchman, cited

Porritt

in Lang'lie,'l 977).
Langlie (1977) using a questionna'ire with 617 randomly selected persons under the age of 65 years, found that social group characteristics were important determinants of behaviours (use of seatbelts, exercise, dietary habits) which jndirectly lowered risk,
however they exerted little influence on behaviours, (driving habìts,
personal hygiene, and smokjng) wh'ieh directly affected risk. Health
problems must therefore, be seen as a social network probìem. For
the most part, when attempting to explain health behaviour,
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researchers tend to ignore the incentives
provided by the sociaì s¡rstem.

or lack of incentives

Israel ( lgg2) suggests that the indiv'idual's social network
be examined according to three djmensions: l) its structure,

2) the nature of the relationships, 3) the functions it provides.
The structure is composed of the persons with whom the
indjvídual interacts reguìar'ly and could call upon for practica'l
he1

p or emotional support

(Porritt, I 979).

Finlayson (l 976)

identified five sources of support: children, wife's kin, husband's
kin, non-k'in and spouse, whereas Pil'isuk (1978) identif ied the
primary sources as kin, neighbours and friends. Both identified
that different sources were influential in different situatìons,
and that the outcome was dependent on who was'in the social net-

work.

"Ne'ighbours were best able
emergenci es , ki n were approprjate

to be supportive in jmmediate
for I ong term commitments, and

friends helped in areas that required

agreement and positive
'longer
affect." Children who had
education, the person was advised
to use medical services and adhere to medical advice. In contrast,
where support was sought from a spouse or older members of a fam'ily,
professional services and advice were discouraged and family
expectations and roles were retained. Although the type of persons
in the network is significant, the size of the network js of lesser
imporlance. Israel (lgee) and Porritt (1979) report that network
size, frequency of contact and availabi'lity aìone, have not been
shown consistently to be predictors of support.

0n the other hand, studies show that there is a strong
relationship between the nature of the support received, as perceived by the individual, and the person's health status (Ponrjtt,
1979; Israel, l9B2). The qua'lìty of the support system is determined by whether or not the system provides emotjonal and pract'ica1
support (Porritt, I 979) "
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I

)

Isr¿iel (.l982) further defines these support functions jnto:
affectjve support in whjch an individual receives love, caring
and emotional support. Porritt (1979) found that the most
important dimensions were empathetic understanding, respect and
genu i

neness.

2)

instrumental support, in which aid such as money, child care,

3)

food, etc. i s received .
cognitive support, in which ìnformation, advice and feedback

ís received.

4) social outreach, in which the person is brought into contact
with socíal groups which could be of help"

In determìning the strength and qual'ity of the support
system, Porritt (1979) concluded that a counting system was an
accurate and valid method. Each source is classified as constructive or destructive. The difference between the two scores is a
measure of the degree of support receiv.ed from the social network
system. Through an assessment of the soc'ial network one can easily
identify the degree of total support, as well as the source of
greatest influence on hea'lth behaviour. However, this method can
be criticized in that it assumes that all support act'ions are
equaìly weighted. One cannot be sure that one posìtive support
cannot overpower the influence of oire negative support.

of the Environment on Decis'ion Making
The third external variable which influences 'internal processes I eading toward hea'l,th behaviour i s the effect of the soc'ial
Influence

env i ronment

.

Programs emphasize that dÍet, exercjse, nutrition
and medical care are the ways to good health.
However, research has shown that these factors
account for only 25% of the risk factors of heart
disease while work environment and role and other

social conditions contribute
(Labonte and Penfold,

75% of
6)

l9Bl, p.

risk factors.
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statìstjcs, the pubìic is led to believe total
responsìb1 ity for unhealthy behaviour rests with the jndividuai.
Personal choice counts ljttle in a poor ne"ighbourhood where poor
health af.fects four and a half times as many peop'le as'in upper
Despite these

in industnies overcome wjth noxious chemicals,
deafening sound and air pollutants. How much does it matter if
income groups, and

peop'le adopt healthy

social

lifestyles

and then are bombarded

with

these

pathogens?

Health education programs stress healthy I iving but, lose
sight of the contradictjons in the social environment. Governments
encourage the cessation of smok'ing and drinking but allow such
industries to accrue profits from these dangerous products. The
need for good nutrition is promoted yet, people are not protected
from junk food advertisements, refined foods, and food addjtives,
and fast food outlets. Hamburg (lggO) identified the power of
adyertisements jn alcohol consumption. The pub'lic has faith in
labels and ads and fongets that industries have profit in m'ind not heal th. Educat'iona'l messages are thus ineffective because of
their contrad'iction to powerfuì advertisements and their pìea to
g'ive up something pleasurable.
Health education programs point a finger at 1azy, ljstless
peop'le who have sedentary jobs and lack the willpower to go out and
exercise after work. Yet our industrialized society has eliminated
physica'l exertion and rendered peopìe physically inactive during
50% of their wakìng lives. Programs ìmply that al'l people should
exercise, yet, costs, transportation, role responsibil itjes, ava'ilabiljty and accessability of programs are ignored.
Society whjch shoùld protect its membens from hazzards, and
stimulate and nurture healthy behav'iours, is instead, creating an
environment that does the oppos'ite. Labonte and Penfield (l9Bl )
suggest that health probl.ems should no longer be seen only as requiring ind'ividual behaviour change, but as a condÍt'ioned social
phenomenon demanding co'llective action to bring about social change
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Health promotion programs must not disconnect indivídual health
behaviour from its social context. Indjvidual responsibility must
be only one part of social responsibi'lity. 0ur programs must
acknowledge and reflect this dual role.
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IV

Lifesty le Behav'iours Predispo sinq to Stroke
The desired outcome

of

health decisions

is the initiation

wh'ich will decrease the rìsk of disease.
Studies have shown that the way peop'le live great'ly contributes to
their risk of stroke. The most significant influence is on the

and maintenance

of behaviour

of hypertension, which is responsìble for 70% of all
strokes (Wolt, Kannel , Verter, l9B3). Hypertension is the single,
most powerfuì, treatable rÍsk factor for stroke and recurrent strokes
(A¡u-zei¿, Choi , Mai nj , Hsu and Nel son, 1 977 ; Kannel , hlol f, and
development

Dawler, l97B; Rabkin, Mathewson and Tate, 1978; Ueshima, Iida, Shemamoto, Konishj and Trujioka,1980; Collen, Keating, Lemark and Pres'lock, l97B; 1,lolf et al 1983).
,
There

is a direct relationsh'ip

between the

level of diastolic

and systo'lic blood pressure and the risk of jnjtìal stroke, stroke
recurrence and surv'ival . The 'impact of dì3stol jc blood pressure
was demonstrated by Taguchi and Freis (1974), who found that if
'l'15
mmHg were treated,
people with djastol'ic readings between 'l04 and
there Were one fourth the number of strokes as there were in a control group. Similarly, the Hypertension Detect'ion and Foì'low up
'11,000 people with entry diastolìc pressures
Study (1982) involving
90 to 104 mmHg reduced the fíve year mortalìty rate by 20%
through systemat'ic treatment of blood pressure. The benefit was due
to a 45% reduction jn stroke and a 46% decrease in myocardiaì jn-

of

farction.

'

Although emphasis in hypertension management tends to be on
diastoljc readings, research has shown that the systolic, not the
d'iastol ic pressure i s the best pred'ictor of stroke. The stud'ies of
.l982;
Wolf et al , l9B3; and Salonen et
Tenaka, Ueda, and Hayask'i,
.l50
mm or
al (1982) identify that a systo'lic blood pressure of
greater, even if consistently associated with a diastolic reading
below 95 mmHg. marks a person as stroke prone. Salonen et al (.l982),
in a seven year prospective study in Finland of 4034 men and 4334
women aged 35-59 years, found that 37% of strokes were attributable
to systo'lic hypertension as compared to 27% attributable to diastolic
I
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blood pressures over 95 mmHg. Furthermore, the relat'ive risk,
particularly in men, rìses as systolic pnessure rises, and'is substantialìy greater than the risk imposed by diastoljc pressure.
Tabl

Relat'ive Risk

of

e

1

Stroke Associated with Blood Pressure

Systol ic

Diastol ic
mmHg

150

190

95- I 09

ll0

Men

2.1 fol d

4.1

1.5

2"9

lnlomen

t.l

2

1.3

2.3

In the Fram'ingham study, people with isolated systol ic
pressures of over 160 mmHg were found to experience two to four times
as many strokes as normotensive people. The relationship of systoì ic
blood pressure and stroke was strongest among the 65-84 year age
group, while Herman, Leyten, Lu'ijk, Frenken, Opdecoul , and Schultz
(1982) found it greatest for those between 50-59 years"

Sjmilarly, the recurrence of stroke is related not merely to
the fact that there was an initjal stroke, but more'importantly, to
to the degree of blood pressure control (Beevers, Fajrman, and Hamilton, 1973; Leonberg and Ell jott, I 9Bl ) " Sacco, Wolf, Kannel and
McNamara (1982) found that when persons with prior hypertensíon were
excluded from the data, recurrence rates dropped from 42% to 28% in
men, and from 24% to 19% in women.
In respect to stroke survival, a Manitoba prospectìve study
demonstrated that an elevated pre'existing systo'ljc blood pressure
decreased survÍval after the stroke (Kabkin, Mathewson and Tate,
1978). Similarly, the Framingham study showed that hypertension
alone reduced survival rates from .85 to .51 ìn men, but not jn
women. Considering that stroke survival among normotensive women
and men i s comparab'le, the probabl e reason for th js f indi ng i s that
women are more likely to comp'ly with anti-hypentensive therapy
(Sacco et al , 1 982 ) .
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Clearly, the most important risk factor for stroke is blood
pressure. sustained, sJstematic, vigorous treatment of low levels
of hypertension (150/95 will substantially contrìbute to the prevention of jnitial and recurrent stroke (Sacco et al, 1982). The
potential problem is enormous since 70% of hypertension in the u.s.A.

lies

around 90 mm of diastojic pressure (t,Jolf et al,
ate1y, much can be done by the indivjdual to control
and common risk factor.

lgB3). Fortunthis important

of lifesty'le is on the development of heart disease - ùhe second major cause of stroke. The
Fnamingham study and those of Tenaka et al (l gB2) and Henman et al ,
(1982) found that heart disease was the cause of 30% of all strokes
The second major influence

and the major cause of death among stroke survivors. The relat'ive
risks associated with heart disease ranged from two fold for those
with coronary heart disease to five fold for peop'le.with atrial
fibrillation. Sacco et al, (1982) noted that 'in men, the combination
of hypertension and cardiac disease reduced five year survival from
85%

to

35% 1n men and

from 70%

to 55% in women.

Stroke rìsk increases as the number of rîsk factors increase.
Several studies attempt to estimate stroke risk caused by diseases
in combination wÍth I ifestyl e patterns. Salomen et al (l 982)
reported a risk of 15.4 fold among smoking men below the age of 50
years, with a diastolic pressure over .l00 mmHg and a serum cholesterol of 3,l0 mg/dl . S'imilarly, Nicholls & Johnsen (1983) suggest that
elimination of hypertension would result in a ten year mortality
reduct'ion of 19.7%. Furthermore, mortal ity reductions of 4.5% would
be gained by elimjnating diabetes, 4.4% for hypercholesteremia and
9.1% f or smok'ing el jmination. The total reduction in mortal ity
would be 35.6%.

effect

lifestyle

behavjours
on stroke incidence.
Some

dìrectly or jndjrectly

have an
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ttlodifiable Risk Behaviours of Hypertension and Stroke.
Al

cohol Consumptíon

Scandinavian studies, (Hlllbom & Kaste,1978, l9B2; Tayior,
19BZ) the Framingham Study (t,lolf et al,.l983) and Tenaka et al, l9B2)
found alcohoj intoxication in men to be a precipitatìng factor in
stroke. The associat'ion is probabiy related to the relationship of
alcohol and hypertension.

Physical Activity

of exercise as a reducer of risk is unclear. While
Wolf et al (1983) found no increased incidence ofstroke in the
sedentary, Herman et al (,l982) found the age adjusted relat'ive risk
for people with heavy physical exertion to be 0.4 as compared to
for sedentary persons.
The value

1

Tabl

Distributíon of

e

2

Cases and Controls Accord'ing

(During Leisure Time) and Estimates

of

to

Phys'ical
Relative Risk.

Activity

Physical Activity

Littl

e

Liqht

Heavy

Total

Cases (no " )

20

74

32

126

Controls (no.)
Adjusted relative

23

111

7B

212

1.0

0.8

0.4

0.4

ri

sk

95% confidence
i nterval s

*Little

= main'ly

0.4-l

.6 0.2-0.9

sitting. Light = regularly

0"2-0.6

per week mainly f ight

physical activìty such as walking and cycling (recreational). Heavy
= regularly per week mainly more intense physicai activity such as
heavy sporting events and heavy gardening.
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Life

Events and Personal it.y

In a one year study of 384 stroke patients admitted through an
emergency department in Tel-Aviv,200 patients had a history of
cardjovascular disorders while 184 patients had no such h'istory.
There was a strong relationship between the number of stressful
life events, occurring three to four weeks prior to the stroke,
and the severity of stroke in patients withouta known cardiovascular
disorder. This relationshìp was not observed in the other group.
It was also noted that most of the stroke patients were of type A
personality characterized by an intense sustained drive to achieve,
desire for advancement, bound by time restrictions, and of extraordinary mental and physica] alertness. A combination of a Type A
personal

ity

experiencing many recent
strokes (Carasso, I 98l ).

crisìs

had the most severe

Weight

et al (l 9Bz) tound that overweight individual s had a
stroke risk 1.7 times greater than persons of normal wejght. Other
Herman

studies have been less conclusive (Gordon & Kannel, lg73; Klassen,
Loewenson & Resch, 1974;Okada, Houke & Ohno,

1976). There

seems

to

be no clear relationship between stroke and weight desp'ite the
relationship of stroke to blood pressure and weight to blood
pressure (Tenaka et al , I 982).
Smoking

Salomen

et al (1982) found that

smoking jncreased the

risk

of brain infarction by 4.2 fold. In most stud'ies, however, the
relationship of smoIing to stroke seems to be statistical'ly non
sìgnificant (Tenaka et al, l9B2;

Herman

et al,1gB2; Wolf et al,

1982; Nomura, Comstock, Kueler, and Tonascia, 1974).
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Lipi4S
An elevated serum cholesterol level is positively reìated to
cononary heart disease for both men and women, but the strength of

thjs risk factor decreases after age 55 (Wolf et al, l9B3). Salomen
et al (1982) ín a long'itudjnal study of a Finnish popu'lation dìd
find a positive relation of hypercholesteremia and stroke, but
only Ín men. The association of lipids and stroke in most studjes
is unclear (wolt et al, l9B3).

lifestyle

behaviours are also receÍving much
attention in the management of hypertension. Recent studies have
shown that in mjddle aged men with mi'ld hypertension, a program of
weight loss, moderat'ion of salt intake, exercise and smoking reduction resulted in significant reductions of blood pressure (Stamler,
The above

I

980; Reisin, I 978; Tuck, I 9Bl ).

The Joint National Committee on the Detection, Evaluation and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure (1980) has published guidelines for

the

management

of

hypertensjon.

Aiong with stressing the importance of treating mì1d
hypertension,
as a fjrst step, they advocate weight
'loss, and decreased
sodium intake in young persons with
uncomplicated high blood pressure and as an adjunct
in the therapy of other groups (Cunningham, l9B2).

In summary, âlcohol consumption, lack of exercise, and
stressful 'l ivi ng are begi nn'ing to receive greater attention as
potential risk factors for stroke. 0ther 'lifesty'le behav jours, such
as overeating and smok'ing, a'lthough they do not present a djrect
stroke risk, are thought to be associated wìth hypertension and
cardiac disease - the two most powerful contributors to stroke.
The potential effect of lifesty'le modification on hypertension,
cardiac disease and consequent'ly stroke is thus enormous.
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Limjtations of ComplÌance Studies
Comp'liance

studies tend to focus on one of four areas.

l.

the person, with an attempt to identify
the motivating effect of knowledge, perceptions, attitudes, and
values in relation to behaviour. Noncompliance is perceìved
from the health professional's point of v'iew and is seen as
abnormal and Írrational . There tends to be an attitude of
victim blaming and a search for what it js about the person that
makes them deviant. compliance is not perceived from the patient's point of view, therefore, psychologicai variabr es are
examined apart from their social-cultural context.

2.

There is a focus on what is done to promote compliance. The
nature of care, treatment, educational content, methods and
barriers js investigated ín an attemp'f to learn what needs to
be manipulated to bring about the desjred outcome. Th'is search
for methods is occurring before we fully understand what influ-

They concentrate on

ences compl ia nce.

3.

are those which investigate the interaction of the patient with others. The nature of
the physician/pati ent rel ationsh'ip cl earìy affects comp'l iance.
Similar nursing studies are rare.

4.

Thene

The most promising comp'liance studies

is little

informat'ion about the differences between
compliers and noncompliers. studjes tend to focus on noncompliance.

studies focus only on one variable. Miller, Johnson,
Garrett, WÍckoff, McMahon (1982); Marston (1970); Levine et al
(1979) and Nelson et al (1978) suggest that one variable is not
predictive of behaviour and that several variables need to be investigated simultaneously. Predisposing persona'l factors such as
knowledge, perceptions, values, and decision making strateg'ies must
be examined together with the nature of interactions with health
professionals and others, and factors in the genera'l environment
that enable a change to occur, and be maintained on a long term
Many
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basis"

The person,

be viewed

their socjal

group and

their culture

should not

ìn 'isolation.

studied tend to be males with chronic diseases particularly hyper.tens'ion, or heart disease. Few relate to stroke
patients. Subjects are randomly se'lected from one particu'lar
setting, making the resul ts non general izabl e. The Heãlth Bel ief
Model with concepts appropriate to the middle class is the most
common theoretical framework for compliance studies. Yet, subjects
often are of lower economic status, to whom future health is not a
Samples

primary concern.
The varjety of methods used make it difficult to draw comparisons between studies. Definjtions of compl iance differ jn
terms of spec'ificity and measurement, resu'lting in degrees of com-

pliance that vary greatly among simjlar studies. Studies tend to
examine a combination of compf iance behaviours, even though studies

d'ifferent aspects of compliance have different determinet al 1978). The majority of studies are retrospect'ive,
with some major prospective studìes relatìng to stroke risk but not
to risk preventive behaviour. There are few longitud'inal studies
despite the fact that comp'l iance tends to drop withìn six months
suggest that
ants (Nelson

(Tirrell,

l9B0).

Questionnaires are the instrument most commonly used despite
the restrictions they pìace on the subiect's answers. All possib'le
influences on their behaviour may not be identified. Interviews
seem to get a more descriptive, unbiased response, but because of
the rel iance on the subjects' memory, reasons for compi iance can
become distorted. The reliability and validity of instruments js
difficult to determine since there is littìe duplication of use.

majority of studies addressing compliance to recommended
'lifesty'le changes, are done by physicians, councellors and pub'l'ic
hea'Jth educators. There is a scarcity 'of nursing research in this
The

area.
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in view of

these limitations,

it

seems

appropriate

for thjs

nursing study to:
I

.

focus on the effect of personal and interpersonal
variables that jnfluence peop'le's stroke preventive
behav i ou rs

2

tabulate the Iifestyìe changes
mal

3

4

5

6

.

made

by stroke-prone

es and femal es.

investigate the person's perceptions of the nurse's
attempts to recommend I ifestyle modification.
use a nursing model, in conjunction with the H.B.M.
to expl aì n compl iance with I 'if estyì e recommendations.

use both a cl osed ended questionnaire and interview
to identify variables perceived by the patient to be
important.

identìfy influencíng vaniables for behaviour

change

and the benefits gaíned from change as perceived
compl
7

iers.

individually examine the determinants of
jn different I ifesty'l es.

changes

by
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CI.IAPTER I I

I

MITHODOLOGY

Design

This descriptive study described the extent to wh'ich a convenience sample of 25 subjects modified or didn't modify their lifestyìe
relative to a) their perce'ived susceptibiì ity to stroke; b) their
knowledge; c) the nature of the perceived support received from the'ir

social

network.

This design was chosen because other studies tend to focus
sing'ley on compliance behaviour, on persona'l variables: or on the
actions of health professionals or those of signifícant others. This
study addressed the comb'inat'ion

Setti

of specif ic

aspects

of

al

I

three.

ng

Subjects were selected from the hypertension clinjc at a
large teaching hospìtal where approximately 25 stroke prone patients are
seen in a three hour period in day clinic and 10 patients are seen in a
two.hour evenjng ciinic. Appointments are scheduled every l5 m'inutes.
Patjents attending the day cl'injcs at the hospital tend to be
older and of lower socio-economic status, while those attending evening clinic tend to be younger, employed persons. Therefore, both t.ime
periods were used for subject selection.

At each cl'inic visit, the patient is seen first by a nunse and
then by their physician. Patients are not necessari'ly seen by the
same nurse each tìme. During the l5 minute contact wjth the nurse, the
patient's blood pressure and we'ight are recorded. Lifesty'le modifications regarding salt íntake, weight loss, exercise and smoking may be
discussed, time permitting. Less emphas'is is placed on relaxation
techniques - due to a lack of follow up facilities. patients may be
referred by the physician to a djetician for diet counse'l1ing. Nurses
state that compliance with medications and salt restriction is good but
js less favorable with other'lifestyle changes. Some follow up care is
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attempted by the nurse co-ordinator who phones the patìent the. day before the visit to remind them of their appointment and encourages them
to call whenever problems arise. Famiìy contact and teaching is limited.
The
The

clÍnic

investigator

activity of

was seen as inappropriate for reliable data collection.
was not assured of a private room, therefore, the

in the area would interfere with the subject's
concentrat'ion and recall of influenci.ng variables. Attempts to interview prior to the appointment, would be interrupted, while after the
appointment, patients would be eager to leave. A]though confidentiality
would be assured, interviewing in the setting where care is provided
could still pose a threat. Because of a lack of time to deve'lop a
rapport in combination w'ith the above factors, home visits were done.
After consent was received at the clinic, arrangements were made for a
home vísit at a time convenient to both patient and investigator.
many people

Following acceptance of the proposaì by the Eth'ical Review
commjttees of the university of Manitoba school of Nursing and the
hospital , access to the hyper"tens jve cl inic was gi"anted.

Procedu re

Selection

of potential

su b.i

ects

The populat'ion from whjch the potential sample was
selected, constituted all peop'le with essential hypentension who had
been attendìng the hypertensive clinic at the hospital for a per.iod

of at least six months with a m'inimum of three visits, and a max'imum
period of five years. A convenìence samp'le of 25 subjects who met
specific criteria was chosen. The nurse co-ordinator of the hypertensive clinic was asked, on the basis of predetermined criteria, to preselect the potential samp'le from the list of patients who were expected
to attend clinic on the investigation days. It was not possible to
stratify the sample so that an equaì number of men and women were
selected for each of the age groups. The sample consisted of l5 men
and I 0

lromen.
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The follow'ing
I

criteria

u/ere used

to select subjects:

have been diagnosed as hypertensive for a m'injmum of six months.
Behav jour deve'lops over time, and Ti rrel I (l 980) found
that within six months after diagnosis, 58% of patÍents urere no
'longer compliant with their regimens"
Testing prìor to this time
would therefore, not 'indicate maì ntained I ifestyl e changes. Data

is not available regarding the time limit after whìch one could
say that behaviour will I ikely be maintained. Therefore, a six
month period was chosen on
2

the basis of the above study.

have been regular'ly attendÍng the hypertensive clinic for treatment
of high blood pressure for a maximum of'five years and a minjmum of

six months during which they attended clinic at least three times.
Patients are seen approximately every three months, with
extra visits if probìems arjse. Behaviour might be influenced-by
the number of times the subject is in contact wjth health professionals. In an attempt to limjt the variability jn number of clinjc
visits, whil e stil i making it possibl e to get sufficient subjects,
a time frame of 6 months to five years was used. No further
attempt was made to equalize the number of visjts made within the
specìfied times.

It

was recogn'ized

months would have had

that subjects attending only for

to make an immediate lifestyle

s'ix

change

to

be

classified as a maintained change. This criteria was retained in
order ts identify how long it took following diagnosis before sub*
jects made the change
3

are being treated with antihypertensive medication.
To control the confounding variable of uncontrolled blood
pressure, the medical treatment of all patients was cons'istent.
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4.

have

a history of one or more of the following:

- essential hypertension
- heart disease, diabetes, famíly history of stroke
- alcohol consumption, overweight, smoking, high stress,
low exercise level
The above

criteria

of developing an jnitial
5

that all subjects

were

at risk

patients who had already suffe:ed a stroke were excluded.
0n1y those

6

ensured
stroke.

at risk forinitial stroke

were included.

pat'ients with chronic renal fa'il ure were excl uded.

Lifestyle

changes would

not have an effect on hypertension

caused by renal disease.
7

will

be either male

or female.

Studies do not indicate significant differences in
ance between men and

B.

compl

i-

women

are between 35 and 65 years of

age.

Stroke incidence increases with increasing age and increasing bìood pressure. The relatjonship is strongest between ages 65
to 74 years. (Wolf, 1983). In onder to address the problem prior
to the time of greatest occurrence, to avoid measuring extremes of
age and to ensune that a lifestyle change Ís a reasonable expectat'ion, a popul ation of 65 years and under was sel ected.
9

are

Caucas ian

.

This study did not address racial differences, nor the
influence of varíous cultures within the Caucasian group.
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0.

speak, read and comprehend Engl ish.

In order to ensure informed consent, these criteria

were

used.

ll.

have no

history of mental impairment.

In order to ensure informed consent subjects thinking
processes must not be impa'ired. Schizophrenic patìents, even if
control I ed on medication, were not i ncl uded.

12.

are not i n acute phys'ical di stress

.

To ensure patient comfort, no patient who was physìca'l1y
uncomfortabl e was i ncl uded.
I3

.

res

ide i n urban

hli nni peg

In order that a

a

nd have

home

a

visjt

phone.

could be more eas'ily made, rural

persons were excl uded.

clinic

nurse comp'leted the subject selection worksheet
(see Appendix A). The investigator then checked the charts of
potentia'l subjects to conf irm their el igibil ity for samp'le jnclus'ion.
The
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tnrollment of actual subjects

Participation jn the study was on a voluntary basis. Subjects
who met the criteria were informed of the punpose of the study, its
relevance to them, what would be expected of them as a participant and
their right to withdraw at any point w'ithout consequence to thejr
futune care at the cl inic.
Confident'iality was guaranteed and they were informed that only
the investigator and her advisory committee would review the raw data
which, after anaìysis, would be destroyed. subjects were assured that
in the event that the study ìs published, their answers would not be
identifiable from those of other subjects. Results of the study would
be available to them on request.
The above information was explained

potential subjects.

verbally and jn writing to

if

they were willing to spend
approximately thirty to forty-five minutes in an interview jn their own
home at a time convenient to them and the investigator. Those who were
willing to participate were then asked to read and sign the consent form
(Appen¿ix B). This was done in dupìicate so that both the partjcipant
They were then asked

and investigator had a copy.

Further protection of subject rights was addressed ìn the following manner. During the time of the interview, the subject was observed
for uneasiness or discomfort. Time demands of subjects was limjted to
no longer than 60 minutes. There'was opportunity for the subjects to
ask questions during the procedure and to express their views afterwards. Confidentiality was assured through use of subject code numbers.

to the tthical Rev'iew Commjttees
at the University of Manitoba, Schoo'l of Nursing, and the hospital.
The study proposal was submitted
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Instrument

A combination of closed ended and a semi-structured interview
was used in this study for the following reasons:

l) a closed ended questionnajre is the most commonly used înstrument
in compl ìance studies,

2) jt

demands

less time and effort of patients.

Open ended questions were'used

of patient

in areas where full elaboration

answers was desirable.

four part questionnaire

the bas'is of the
.conceptual framework and i nstruments and f i nd'ings of other stud'ies
(Green et al , 1977; llelson, 1978; Porritt, 1979). (Appendix C)
The

was developed on

Part I was demograph'ic 'informatjon which was used to describe
the sampl e attri butes .

is a prerequisite of behaviour change. Therefore,
subjects were tested in Part II A on their knowledge of hypertension,
the influence of medícal problems, fam'i1y hìstory and lifestyle, and
thejr operational i zation of I i festyl e recommendations . Knowl edge
Knowl

scores

edge

in each section

were correlated with

lìfestyle

change and

no

change.

Percepti

on

. Part I I B therefore , expl ored
of their susceptìb'iì ity to stroke whjch was

s determi ne

the subject's perception
correlated with lifestyle

behavi our

or no change.
The subject's risk factors in terms of medical and family
history and current lifestyìe were tabulated and compared to thejr
perception of susceptìbi1 ìty. This provìded a measure of ìnterpretìng
whether or not their perceptjons were in line with reality. It was
recogn'ized that some factors, particul arl y those of actual d'isease
conditions and those of famjly history pose greater risk than some
'ìifestyle behaviours. Individually, the factors vary in importance
depending on whether they are being studied in relation to stroke,
heart disease or hypertension. However, the jnterrelationship of
these three entities made weighting of the risk factors difficult.
change

/sq
Therefore' the seriousness'of each risk factor was not considered in
this question. The risk scores were summed irrespective of their
seriousness. A scale of 0, l, z was used to allow
for the possibiìity
of risk existing when a subject was unaware of whether
or not a pre_
dt'sposing disease was present'in themselves
or in their family history.
Thus a definite non existence of a risk was
0, and a definite presence
of a risk was 2, while a score of I allowed for the possible
existance

of risk.

III identified whether or not the subject had made and

Part

maintained for a minímum of six months, lifestyle changes that could
lower blood pressure and thus reduce the risk of stroke. Only changes
made after the subiect was diagnosed as hypertensive were considered.
Due to a lack of objective measures for lifestyle change, self reports
were used. The investigator felt there was justìficat'ion for this sjnce

self reports

may

indicate the subject's interpretation of

recommenda-

tions and the degree to whjch their behaviour is acceptable to them.
Such perceptions must be consÍdered in the planning of nursing care.
Both open and closed ended questìons wene used to identify
whether or not a change'in 1ìfestyle was made and maintained. Criteria

for this

of the data
for some divergence from absolute comp'l iance wh'ich was felt

was

and allowed

set by the investìgator following

to be realÍstic. Subjects
behaviour change

were

exam'inatjon

classified as having majntained

a

only'if

any one change had been maintajned accord'ing
to the criteria for a minimum of six months, barring unusual circumstances such as il I ness, vacat'ions, etc.
The conceptual framework suggests that there is a feedback
mechanjsm whereby people evaluate the congruency between thejr goals

and behaviour. Subjects were therefore, asked for the benefits that
they hoped to gain or retain from their behaviour change or lack of
change and whether this was an impetus for their 'lifesty'le change.

Part IV examined social forces that'influenced behaviour, namely
the patient's perceptions of support from significant othens and health
professionals. The quest1ons were desìgned by the investigator on the
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of findings of studies related to social networks, to describe
specific activities of significant others and health professionals
basis

which may have influenced behaviour, depending on how support'ive these
efforts were perceived to be by the subject. Supportìve activities
were classifjed according to emotiona'1, cognitìve, instrumental support
and social outreach. The degree of support and/or non support jn each
of the areas was correlated with whether or not a ì'ifestyle change was
made.

final

question dealt with the patient's perception of the
manner in which a nurse recommended a lifestyle change. This could
reflect the importance of personal control ìn decision making as the
choiees ranged from activities of coercion to negotiation.

A

I

II

B have been adapted for thjs study from the
*Cardiovascular Health Survey developed by the Unìvensity of Manitoba
for the Manitoba Heart Foundatjon (1983). Measures of validity are not,
as yet, avajlable. Parts II A, III and IV were developed by the investìgator. Content validity of these sections was determined by having
five colìeagues expert in the area of hypertension management and stroke
prevention revjew the questions for clarity, bias and demand of subject
time. Further testing was done in a pilot stutly

Parts

Pi'lot

and

Test'inq

A pilot test of the questionnaire was done involving six
hypertensive patients who were selected in the manner previously
described, but were not included in the study. The funther purpose
of the pilot study was to determine the feasabi'l 'ity of the proposed
method of obtaining consent in the clínjc setting and data collection

in the

home"

*Permission had been granted from the developer of the instrument to use
and adapt portions of the instrument for this study.
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Procedure

0n the day of the clinic, the nurse co-ordinator preselected the
potential sampìe from the list of patients with clinic appo'intments.
The investigator checked the charts of those patients to ensure
el

igibì'l

ity into the sample.

Prior to the patient's appointment, the invistigator approached
the potential subject, explained the. study and obtained the subject's
consent to participate. The subject received a dupìjcate copy of the
signed consent. At this time a subject code number was assìgned by the

investigator.

the

Arrangements were made for a home visit at a time convenient for
subject and investigator. They were phoned the day prior to the

visit to confirm the appointment. At this

time they were given the
option to wjthdraw from the study should they wish to do so.
During the home visit, the initial ten minutes wene used to
estabiish a relaxed atmosphere. Subjects were reminded of the'ir right
to withdraw at any time, the confidentíality of their answers, and that
there were no right or wrong answers. To ensure confidentiality, subjects names were not written on the questionnajre.. The investigator
read the jnstructions and questions to the subject. For closed ended
questions, the subject selected an answer from a cue card with appropriate answer categories and numbers. (Appendl'x C) The invest'igator
recorded all responses on the questìonnaire. Questions were clarifjed
whenever necessary. Upon completion of the intervìew, subjects were
encouraged to express their feeljngs about any of the questjons and were
asked if they would like to receive a summary of the results of the
study.
Data

collection was done from April l2 to

May

16,1984.
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Lìmitations of the Study
Limitations of this study were related to the study des'ign,
generalizabiiity of findings and validity of the instruments.
Behavjour develops over

time.

Therefore, a one time
testing may not reflect maintained lifestyle changes or the
person's usual perceptions that i nfluenced their I ifestyl e
behaviours. The retrospective nature of the study demanded
that the person recall infonmation, feelings and perceptions.
Consequent'ly, d Signifícant recent event may have been recalled which may or may not have been responsible for altering the person's behaviour. In addition, the use of self
reports could have lead to overestimation of the number of
1 ifestyl e changes, al though subjects seemed not to hesjtate
when admitting to lack of adherence to a recommendation.
Honesty'in reporting may have been encouraged by the fact that
the investigator told the subjects that she was not interested in whether or not they had changed, but rather the
reasons for the decision that they made. Time constraints
and the lack of objective lifestyle measures necessitated
the use of this design. Care was taken not to infer a causal

relationship.
2

Generalizability of findings

is

prevented because

of

the
volunteer pår-

small nonrandom sample, and by the fact that
ticipants may be atyp'ical of the general population and the
selection criteria yielded a homogenous group. Findings were
not generalized beyond thìs samp'le, or this setting. In
order to allow for behaviour change to occur, only subjects
who had attended clinic for six months were included in the
sample. This'introduced a bias since thìs group was now a
group of compliers in terms of appointment keeping. All
subjects had attended clinic a minjmum of three times. To
reduce the variabl'l ity in number of visits, patients who have
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fÍve years were excluded. There
was no further control of the variability of visits within
that period. As well the cultural differences within the
been attending more than

Caucasian group were not addressed.
3

testing of the validity and reliability of the instrument
ljmited to testÍng in a pilot study. Further refinement
and testi ng 'i s needed .

The
was

/5e
CIlAPTER

FOUR

DATA ANALYSIS

The researrch questf ons

I

what
I

to

be answered were:

is the relationship

ifestyl e modifications

between

a stroke prone person's

and:

l. their perceived susceptibil ity to stroke,
2. their knowl edge of i ) ri sk, i i ) hypertensìon
iii) lifestyle and iv) their understanding of the
'l

i

festyl e recommendation,

3. the nature of the perceived support
others and heal th profess ional

II
at.05,

What reasons do subjects

from significant

s?

give for modifying or not modífying

their I Ífesty'le?
For infenential statistics, the level of signìficance

the tabl

and

significant results

have been rnarked

was set

with an asterisk in

es.

The change and no change groups were formed on the basis of
whether or not subjects modified lifestyles that were believed to pose
risk for hypertension and/or stroke. Based on information gained from

se1¡ ¡gps.¿t in the quest'ionnaire, the decision was made by the investigator as to whether a change in lÍfestyle should have been made
by the
subject relative to preset criteria. Occasional divergence from the

criteria

allowed. For exampìe, criteria occasionally not met on a
weekend were disregarded. Subjects maintaining any one or more changes
for six or more months were classified into the change group. All others
was

the no change group.
Nineteen of the 20 subjects who needed to reduce their salt intake did so. Therefore, maintenance of salt restríction was considered
a norm for the sample and subjects who made only this lifestyle modification were put ín the no change group. Accordingly, l4 subjects were in
the lifesty'le change group and l1 subjects were in the non change group.
became
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Characteristícs of the

Sample

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the demographìc
characteristics of the total samp'le of 25 hypertensive subjects who
part.icipated in the study.
The subjects ranged in age from 35-65 years, mean 54 years,
standard deviation (s.0.) 8,9. The l0 female and l5 male subjects were
similar in demographìc characteristics. F'ifteen subjects were employed
either full tÍme on part time, while the remaining 10 were either retired,
unemp'loyed, or homemakers. The educational level ranged from six to l5
years, mean ll years, standard deviation 2.01 . 0ne subject lived a'lone,
while the 24 othens I'ived with a spouse from one to 48 years, mean 25.5
years. A majority of subjects '17, perceived their health as fa'ir to
good and had attended the clinic from seven months to five years. The
mean attendance period was 2.5 years.

I

the characteristìcs of the total sample while
Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the 'l'ifestyl e change/no change
Table

groups.

summarizes
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Table
Demoqraphic

1

Characteristjcs of S amp'le n =

25

Frequ ency

*Character:'istic

l4ale (n

:

l5)

Female

(n * ì0)

Total

Age

35-44 .years
4 5-.54 year:;
55-

65

Ëmpl

J

5

6

I

7

7

6

l3

l5

10

I'J

10

4

l4

0

I

I

¿

n

2

U

5

5

J

0

a

J

l5

l0

25

ll

l0

21

4

0

4

l5

10

25

?.

4

?"

3

0

3

year.s
To

tal

a

2

oyment:

oyed fu1'l time
employed part time
empl

unempl oyed
h om

erna

l<

er

r"et i r ed

Total
Years of Educa'Lion
grade 6-1 2

post secondary
'lotal

ity of' LivÌng Arrangement
ì -9 years
z
10-19
I
2A-29
3
I
30-39
40"-49
I

4

12

?-

J

l5

l0

25

Stabil

1

61(b)

Percepti on

of

Present

Hea I

poor
fair
good
very qood
'l'o

Length

ta I

of

Attendance at
7 months - l J,ear
2 years - 3 years
4 years - 5 yea rs
l'o ta I

th

:
a

1

?-

J

4

4

Õ

6

a
J

I

4

1

t5

F

l0

25

5

L

7

Clinic:
7

6

)
J

l3

2

5

l5

l0

25

*For ease of presentation, continuous raw data has been categorìzed.
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Tabl

e

2

DemographÍc CharactêrÌstjcs of the
Change and No Change Groups

L"ifestyle

Fre

enc

No Change Group

Chanç¡e Group
Demograph

N = l4

ic

Charac beri

Femal

e

(4)'

stics

N=
Mal e

Fenral e

ll

l.lal e

(l o)

Total

(6)

I

ï

I

2

a

I

3

4

o

+

I

5

l4

6

5

(5)

Total

Age:
35-44

2

I

45-54

0

a

55- 65

4

J

J

6

4

l0

employed fu11 time

2

7

I

2

J

5

part time

0

0

0

I

0

1

0

I

I

0

I

I

0

I
J

Total
tmpl oyment

:

employed
u

il

nemp'l oyed

ker

a

L

0

2

3

0

2

L

a

0

Total

4

l0

14

6

5

ll

Years of tducation:
grade 6*12

4

7

1l

6

4

l0

0

3

)
J

0

I

I

4

10

t4

cU

5il

homerna

retired

post secondary
Total

Stabil

ity of

L'ivì

ng

Arrangement:
'l-9 years

I

'ì
I

2

l

1

2

2A."29

0

I

1

30-39

I

6

7

J

0-.4I

I

n

"i'o

ta I

4

I

l0

0

I

0

2

2

a

2

5

0

I

r

ll

2

14

2

1

l0-19

4

I

6

.,¡
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Perception of
Pres ent fleal th

:

I

poor

,¿

I

0

I

fair

2

7-

4

2

2

4

good

0

4

4

3

2

5

I

3

4

0

I

I

i0

14

6

4

4

?_

I

3
7

I

very

good

Total
Length

il

of Clinic

A'Ltenda nce

:

Tmonths-lyear
2.years -3years
4years - 5years
Total

0
3

Z

5

4

t
J

4

5

0

1

l0

14

6

5

t1
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Knowl edge

Subjects were tested on their knowledge of: l) influence of
disease and famîly history of stroke, 2) hypertensjon, 3) influence
of I i festyle on hypertens ion, 4) understandi ng of I ì festyl e change
recommendati ons

.

score of 24, the scores ranged from ll
to 24 with a median score of 17.5. There was no statjstìcally significant difference in the median scores of the change and no change groups
as indicated by a median test (Table 3). This test determjnes whether
several samples come from a populat'ion with the same median, in which
event anequal number of cases would fall 'into the categories above
and below the median. The ordinal level of data makes ìt appropriate
to use this test.
Out

of a possible

maximum

Tabl
Com

arl

s

no

fes

ê

3

\4ecli an Knourl
an

e

C

ha

ean

eci

Scores

lrf

i th

n e

No Change

nge

(. median

7

6

l3

> median

7

5

12

il

14

*median = 17"5

Y2
p

=
=

"1288
.7 500

25

1cl.f.,

i'¡"S.
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Perce

p

tion of

ity to Stroke

Suscepti bi.l

Percept'ion of susceptibility scores were derived from suhject
answers relating to their l) perceived likelihood of developing a
stroke, 2) the'ir concenn about this, and 3) how often they thought
about this possibii ity. For each of these questions, possjbl e scores
ti'rere one to four. In order to have sufficient'numbers in each category
of change and no change, data were col'lapsed into two categories. Subjects who were not at all or a little concerned about having a stroke
were put into the low category, while those who were moderately or very
concerned were put into the high category. Subiects who never or infrequently (yearly) thought about the poss'ibil ity of stroke, were classified as 1ow perceived susceptibí1 ity whil e those who thought about stroke
frequently (monthly or weekly) were classifjed as having perceptions of

high susceptibìl

ity.

of the individual

questions were sìgnificantly
related to lifestyle change as indicated by the Fjsher-Exact test which
indicates whether two groups differ in the proportion with which they
fall into categories. This test is appropriate for ordinal data and
small sampìes when the expected frequenc'ies in a cell are less than five.
None

Tabl e 4

tibil it to Stroke Scores in

Perceived Susce
Indì v i dua

ES

Perc e

r

ons

e

ìon Score of

a) ìikeìihood of
stroke:

ìow

hi

at ve to

Number
Cha

e

)

)

Subìects

No

Cha

Cha n e

t7
B

II

?-5

Iow

4

rl

hi

7

concern about

stroke

an

Fisher-Exact ïest

e

4

ì4
c

of

ì0
ì4

b

6

es

p = .8160

NS

p = .39

NS

p=.61

NS

l4

lt

frequency of

thinkìng about

stroke

'I

low

hi

l4

4

il

6

lt
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Total scores were then categorìzed into low and high percejved
susceptib'ilìty" Out of a possible maximum score of 12, the perceived
suscept'ibility to stroke total scores ranged from three to ll with the
median score being seven. Although l4 of the subiects had a score above
the median, there was no signìficant relationship between the total
susceptìbility score and lifestyie change or no change (Table 5).

Table
Rel

5

ationshi p of Total Perce'ived Susce
Scores a
es
e
an e

Total Perceived
Susceptibil

ity

Number
Scores

of

tibil'i

X2

= "4649 1d.f .

Sub.iect-s

Change No Change
7

?

A

il

) median

7

7

l4

t4

il

25

*median =

Stroke

n e

o

an

!*medi

fo

N.S.

P = .50
7

A Kendallrs Tau test was used to correlate perceived susceptib'if ity with risk and knowledge scores. This test is appropriate for
ordinal level of data as a measurement of degree of correlation between
two variables. A perfect correlatjon of 1.00 indicates that as scores
of one variable increase, the scores of the other variable'increase to

the same degree. Thus, the closer the calculated value
the str.ongelis the assoc'iation.

is to .l.000
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of a possìble total score of 22, the risk scores ranged from
two to 16. There was no statistically significant relationship between
total percept'ions of susceptibility to stroke and risk score (Kendall's
Tau = .lB2l, p = ..l230).
Out

a significant relationship between total
perceìved suscept'ibi'lity to stroke and the subject's total knowledge
score (Kendall's Tau = .3627, P = .009).
There was however,
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Lifestyl e Modifjcations

All

subiects were stroke prone by virtue of l) thejr hypertensive
history and 2) ttre presencê of other r"isk factors, the number of which
ranged from one to eight. The mean number of risks was 4.4. Sixteen
subjects had a family history of heart disease while l2 had a famiìy
h'istory of stroke. All 25 subjects had risks associated with their

l'ifesty'les.
The number of I i f estyl e changes the sub ject theoret'ica'l I y ought
haye made was determìned on the basls of information gained from

to
self reports in the questionnaire. Table 6 l'ndicates the number of
lifestyle changes actually made in relation to the number of changes
deemed necessary. The recommended number ranged from one to six, with
lB of the 25 subjects need'ing to make four or more changes. However,
none of the subiects successful'ly made more than three changes.

Tabl

Actual Lifes le
Number

e

es 'in Rel ati on To
ect
u
n es fon tac

Cha

Recomm

o

Nu¡nber

Subject

Reconrm e nd
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6

of Lìfest-vle

l'laintaìned
.> 6 mon

Chdnges

Not

Attempted

Attempted
0

I

I

0

0

2

3

3

(j

0

3

5

I

4

5

4

2

I
I
l

3

q

6

4

0

4

3

2

I

5

2

9

4

l

l0

3

3

0
0
0

0
0
0

6

3

l

2

2

2

0
0

0
I

l
I

ìt

0
I

I
0

t2
l3

5

I

3

2

l4

4

3

ì5
t6

3

I

6

I

q

j

t7

4

2

2

0

l8
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I
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!
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c

l
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Â
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3

?
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6
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I

3
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5

I

4
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I

I
I
J
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Attempted

J

0
t

0
0

0
?

0

3

5

1

1

4

4

I
J

Ã

l
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Table 7 indicates the changes that were maintained for six or
more months, attempted but not majntained, and changes not attempted in
relation to the number of changes that the individua'l needed to make.
All subjects needed to increase their exercise levels, while 20 of the
25 needed to reduce their salt intake and wejght, and l4 would benefit
from alcohol and stress reduct'ion. The success of change rate was
highest for salt restriction and lowest for smok'ing. The most frequently attempted change was weight reduction while exercise was the change

least often attempted.
e7
Total l[urnber of L'i.festyle
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the criteria for determ'inìng a maintajned change
descrjbed ear'l ier, ll subiects did not change thejr lifestyle wh'ile l4
majntained one or more changes for more than six months.
Based on
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Perceived Benefits

of

Behaviour

The semi structured interview data provided the basis for
categorìz'ing the perceived benefits that subjects derived from making
making a lifestyle change as beìng hea'lth
benefits (Appendix D).

or not

or pleasure related

Benefits were classified as health related if they reflected
concern for disease prevent'ion while comments addressìng a general
sense of well being were labelled as pleasure benefits.

a

Benefits expnessed by individual subjects varied not only in
nature but in number. For examp'le, some subjects expressed only one
pleasure benefjt, wh'ile other subjects may have identified three
health benefits and two pieasure benefits. AlI expressed benefits were
tabulated and categorìzed. Thus, Table B 'indicates the number of
tjmes health or pìeasure benefits were mentioned, and does not imp'ly
that each benefit wjthin the category 'is djfferent

l4 subjects who changed the'ir lifestyle mentioned health
benefits l2 times and pleasure benefits 30 tjmes as being associated
with their changed 1ìfestyle. Reduct'ion of blood pressure was the
most frequent'ly mentioned health benefit while a desire to generally
feel better was most often identified jn the pleasure related category.
The only lifestyle changed prìmarìly for health reasons was salt restrict'ion. Whì le the l'l subjects 'in the no change group named health
The

benefits 30 t'imes and pleasure benefits

sible if lìfestyìe

2B t'imes as theoret'ica1'ly pos-

the only reasons gjven for not
changìng behaviours were pìeasure related.
changes were made,
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Influence of the Social l{etwork on Lifestyle Chanqe
Emot'ional , cogni t'i ve , 'instrumental and soci al outreach support
were examined in relation to whether subjects perceived the actions of
members of the health profession and social network to encourage 1ìfestyle change (support) or to oppose their attempts (non support).
Sub jects rece'ived support f rom one to e'ight peopì e i n thei r soci al network with the same person often providing more than one type of support.
In calculating the amount of support recejved, every jnstance of support
was counted, irrespect'ive of who was provìding it.

All

of

25 subiects received support'in one or more of the four types
suppor"t. Fourteen subjects made lìfestyle changes whjle ll did not.
The greatest amount

of support received was emotional

tive in nature with

minimal amounts
support prov'ided (Table 9).
Members

of the social

of

and cogn'iinstrumental and social outreach

network,named as providers

of support

were:

spouse; immediate relatives such as brother, sister and children, nonkin = friends, co-workers; heaìth professionals = nurses, physìcians,
dietician; others = Alcoholics Anonymous. The majority of support was
prov'ided by the spouse, fol lor,¡ed by the physìc'ian and the subject's
children. Among the six sources of support, nurses were fifth in rank.
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quantìtative oppos'ition to
their iifesty'le change efforts than did the change group while Table l0
indicates that the change group had a higher mean amount of total positiye support than the non change group. Practical support represents
a composite of cognitive, instrumental, and social outreach support.
The non change group i.dentified more

TABLE
Com

rison of

Rece VC

Positive Support

1O

Mean Amounts
ES

ê

a

of Positi ve Su ort

e

an

an

e

Grou

5

Mea n

Change Group

No Change Group

Emotional

4.599

3.025

Practical

3.642

2

Total

7

.714

.000

4.090
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to eight acts of support were classified as low and n'ine
to lB acts of supoort were classified as high support. Out of the l9
subjects who received low support, ll did not change lifestyle while
Zero

all

subjects who received high supporrt did change lifestyle (Table ì'l ).

relationship between lifestyle
was statistical ly significant.
The
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In

summary,

relative to the research quest'ions:

of hypertension, family h'istory, influence of
I i festy]e on stroke and understanding of the I'if estyl e
Knowledge

recommendations were

lifestyle
2

not signìficantly related to

change.

significant relationshr'p between perceived
susceptibility to stroke and lifestyle change' nor was
perce.ived susceptibìlity to stroke associated with the

There was no

of actual lifestyle risks present' Perceived
susceptibil ìty to stroke was significantly associated

number

with
3

4

knowledge.

There was a statjstically s'ignìficant relat'ionship
between the amount of support rece'ived and lifestyle
change. Subiects who changed tended to have more total
support. The greatest amount of support received was
emotional and cognitive 'in nature whereas little
support was directed towards ass'istìng subjects to learn
how to make l"ifestyle changes or to refer them to available resources. The princip'le providers of support were
the subject's spouse, physiciann and children. Nurses
were perceived to give consìderably less support"

General'ly, subjects who mai ntained one or more I ifestyl e
changes did so because of derived pleasure benefits. The

only change made primarily
restrìct'ion.

for health benefit was salt

Subiects who did not change their f ifestyle were aware
of the health benefjts that could be gaÍned by lifestyle
change but identified pleasure benefits as the reason for not
changing that I ifestyle.
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CI-IAPTER FIVE
DISCUSS ION

The

results of the data analyses are discussed accord.ing to

the research questions and the conceptual framework. The focus of this
study was to describe the relationships of a comb'inat'ion of variables
with lifestyle change or lack of change. Because of the small samp'le,
ana'lyses were prìmarily descrìptive statistics w'ith inferential
statistics used where possible" Although generally results were not
stati stical 1y s ignificant there were several patterns that were worthy of
note. These are discussed wjth the recognitjon that they were the
result of an instrument of unknown reliab'ilìty and validity and a very
small, nonrandom samp'le with over representation of the working, over 55 yeaq
male population. Fifty percent of su.bjects were over the age of 55 years
and 66%of the subjects were employed e'ither full or part time. Although
demographics were similar for males and females who changed and did not
change the'ir 'l i festyì e, interpretation is diff icul t because of the unequaì
number

of

Lifestyl e

mal

es and femal es.

Chanqe

for this

study l'las the tremendous loss of productivity and l'ife associated with stroke. It has been clear'ly documented
that stroke increases as the number of risk factors jncrease (Salomen
The stimulus

et al 198.l; NÍcholls et a1,1983). This study examined six aspects of
lifestyle that are known to pose stroke risk: smoking, use of salt and
alcohol, exercise, weight and stress management. The fact that the maionity of subjects currently under treatment for hypertensjon stil I had
an average of four of these si.x I ifestyie risks exist'ing emphasizes the
importance of cont'inued research jn the area of 'l ifestyle modification.
An assumption made at the start of this study was that behaviour
can be changed. The findjngs substantiate this statement to some degree.
Among the 25 subjects, ì4 changed at least one lifestyle while ll did

not. Salt reduction

was the most frequently ma'inta'ined change

with

a
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success rate of 95%. l,lhen consideration of thís lifestyle change was
removed, the success rate in other'lifestyle changes dropped to a low
of 28% - a figure comparable to that of other compliance studies
(fal tington, I 978; Chri stensen, 1 978) . Thus, aì though behaviour can be
changed, the success rate varies dramatically among different lifestyles.
In view of the findings of Caldwell (1970), who demonstrated that three
quarters of patients become noncompliant with'in five years, the results
of the one time measurement of behaviour in this study must be viewed
with some reservation. A fol'low up study of this sample is warranted
to determjne if their behaviour changes persist.
The I jterature suggests

that one successful change may be the
motivation for another (Zunich et a1,1979). The data of thìs study
indicate that this process may be self límiting. Indivjduals are unwilling or unable to make more than three changes even though they may
need to make more. It is unknown whether the lifesty'les that were
changed were those that were perceived as contributing the greatest
risk and therefore, were perceived to yield the greatest benefit, or
those that were perceived to be the easiest to change. It may be
important to encourage those 'lifestyle changes that are perceived to
have the highest probabil'ity of success in order to increase feelings
of self efficacy which might then increase motivation to attempt those
lifestyles which, although more difficult to change, pose the greatest
risk. A series of failures, on the other hand might cause the person to
avoid those tasks viewed to be beyond their capabil ity.

It

that subjects are also selective with regard to which
aspects of their l ifesty'le they are wil'l ing to change. There ìs growing evidence that overweight, a sedentary 'l'ifestyl e, a'lcohol intoxication and stress contnibute to both hypertensfon and stroke (Stamier,
l9B0; lrlolf et a'l , 'l 983; Herman, l9B2; Carasso, ì 981 ). This study 'indícates that success rates are low in these particular behavìour changes.
appears
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the fact that 24 of the 25 subjects did attempt to modify theìr
lifestyie suggests that people are aware of a need to change and want to
reduce their risks but may not have the resources to do so. The least
number of attempts were made in.relation to exercise modification. Although high'ly unsuccessful, the greatest number of attempts were made in
regard to weight reduction. This suggests that while peop'le need he'lp
Howeven,

injtiating

an exercise program, they need ass'istance
maintain weight'loss.

Percejved Suscept j bil

in 'learning

how to

ityl Goals and Lifestyle Chanqe

that behavjour is a function of the value
placed on the outcome and the expectation that behaviour w'ill result in
the preferred outcome, avoidance of disease. The model postulates
that when a person perceives that they are suscept'ible to illness and
that illness wil'l bring serious consequences, and that the benefits
outwe'igh the costs jn terms of threat reduction, t.hen the l'ikelihood of
taking action increases. In this study, the find'ings that: I ) susceptibi'l ity to stroke was not significantly associated wÍth I ìfesty'le
change and 2) avoidance of disease was not perceived to be the maior
The H.B.l'l. predicts

benefit of lifestyle change, cast doubt on the significance of perceìved
threat as a motivator of lifestyie change.
There are several possible explanations for these findings.
First, 'it may be the result of design limitations. It is possible that
'10
of the l4 subjects who changed their I ìfestyl e no longer bel'ieved they
were Iike'ly to have a stroke because they were adherìng to f ifestyle
recommendations. This opinion was expressed frequently during the jnterview. If, as predicted by the H.B.M., motivation is based on the expectation that behavÍour will decrease the threat of dìsease, it follows
that when behaviour is maintained the person will believe the threat to
be removed and the system to be in balance once again. Consequently,
while perceptìons vvere not.associated with behaviour, behavìour may have
al tered perceptions.
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There is further support for this explanation if one examines
the perce'iyed suscept'ibi'l ity scores of the nine subjects i n the no
change group who made no other'lifestyle change other than salt. They
did so in order to reduce thein blood pressure and consequently reduce
the threat of stroke. Because their perceptions were not altered by
any other successes, one should expect that their maintained salt reduction should have altered their perception of stroke susceptibi'l ity.
An examination of their scores regardìng the lÍkelihood of stroke revealed that six of the nine subjects belíeved stroke to be unlike'ly or
very unlikely. This explanation is consistent w'ith the H.B.M. and also
suggests that the lack of association between perceived susceptibility
and lìfestyle change may have occurred because the no change group consjsted of subjects who had made a change precisely for a health benefit.
The impact of perceived threat of stroke may have been missed because
this variable was in fact beìng controlled. Although these explanatÍons
are consistent w'ith the predictions of the model, they are inconclusive
sjnce the one time testing of the two groups did not prov'ide a measurement of susceptibi'lity to stroke before and after behavìour change.
The importance of perceìved susceptibi'l ity 'in initiating behaviour
change is further obscured because the analyses are being made'in relation to a group who have maintained a change" The H.B.M. predicts likelihood of taking action,wjth no reference to why behaviour is maintained.
It is possible then, that lack of support for the model is resulting
because of too rigorous criteria which go beyond the predictjons of the
model. If likelihood of action is interpreted as action of any kind,
even though it does not meet the criteria for maintained change, then
l0 of the l1 subjects in the no change group and l4 subjects in the
change group did attempt changes in lifestyle. Among these 24 subjects,
seven in the no change group and seven in the change group had a per-

ceived susceptibility score above the median and did jn fact, attempt
'lifestyle changes. Therefore, the use of a djfferent definition of

actionr rTìâ! more realistically indicate the ab'il ity of the H.B.M. to
predict likelihood of act'ion.
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In retrospect, consjdering that 1 ) the

predicts whether
or not people will injtiate behavÍour rather than the success of their
attempts and that 2) the study was not desìgned to measure pre behaviour
variables and that 3) tfre focus of the study was to examine the association of the varjables with maintained change, perhaps it was not
appropriate to incorporate the H.B.l'1. in the conceptual framework for
this study, nor to interpret the findings in relat'ion to the importance
of the variables in jnitiating lifesty'le change. Interpretation of data
is best made in reference to maintenance of lifestyle changes since all
but one subject attempted changes, some of whom lvere successful whil e
others were not.
H.B.1.4.

In the no change group it is'interesting to note that despite a
h'igh concern about developing a stnoke, belief that stroke was likely
to occur was low. This trend may reflect the conceptual framework which
describes a feedback mechanism which attempts to retain system balance
through psychological defense mechanisms such as denial of the thneat
ultimately preventing behaviour change. Thus, the lack of association
between perceived susceptibilìty and lifestyle change may have been the
result of design limitations, or the result of protective adaptation
mechani sms.

The second explanation for the lack of associat'ion between perceived susceptibì'l ity and I ifesty'le change is that the in'itial premise
of the H.B.M., that people make rational'decis'ions to protect their
health, is questionable. In order for perceptions of illness suscept'i-

hility to influence behaviour, health must be valued. Although subjects
primariìy identified two benefits of lifestyìe change - health and
pleasure, only'in sa'lt reduction were the benefits of behaviour unanimously viewed as being health related. Subiects reduced their salt intake because they wanted to control their blood pressure and to prevent
the comp'ljcatìons of hypertension, namely stroke and heart attack. In
all cases, the fear of stroke was predominant because of the associated
disabiiity, loss of independence and fear of mental incapacity.
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In all other lifestyles, the main benefit derived from maintaining a lifestyìe change, attempt'ing a'lifestyle change, or retaining

risk

behaviour was p'leasure. Individuals who changed lifestyle were
motivated to reta'in the new behaviour by such things as: a desire to
feel good, aesthetic reasons and to achieve self approva'l and approval
from others. There was further suggestion that when pieasure was not
lost as a result of a ìifesty'le change then the change was more easily
maintained. This was exemplified by l9 of the 20 subjects who successful1y reduced their salt intake. They,unanimous'ly agreed that they did
not miss salt because they quickly became used to its deletion from
their diet and any food with added salt was now distastful. 0n the
otherhand, when lifestyìe changes meant a p'leasure loss, maintenance
of change was more difficult. The importance of this was expressed by
two subjects who had not changed the one remaining high risk behaviour.
They stated, "I changed everything else and needed to have some pleasure
I

eft.

"

Although these comments reflect the cost/benefit nature of .
decision making discussed in the H.B.M., the model does not adequateìy
account for behaviour of subjects who change lifestyìe for reasons
other than health. The model postulates that the expectation is that
lifestyìe change wì11 yield ìmproved health, and if that benefit is not
seen the new behaviour is rejected. Thjs narrow view of future disease
prevention as the saìient goaì makes jt difficult to interpret
behaviour of hypertensive, stroke prone individuals who, for the most
part, have an asymptomatic, chronic disease. Relief of threat is an
obscure, unperceived benefÍt of better health which is not immediateiy
realized. The perceived benefits expressed by subjects successful in
'l
ifesty'le change tended to be such jmmediateo p'leasure satisf,action as
looking better and feeling good about themselves. Simjlar results were
found by Hume (1984), who reported that, although d'ialysis patients
adhered to their dietary restrictions for health reasons, only seven
of the 25 patients were motivated by a concern for possible long term
effects of nonadherence. Their concern was related to present well
being rather than future health. These findings dispute the futuristic
srientation of the H.B.M. and contradict the notion that people will
defer immediate pleasure in favour of long term health benefits.
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fulì

impact of health versus pleasure benefits on attempted
change versus maintained change is again made dífficult to determine
because of the one time testing of the sample. The no change group
(who nevertheless did attempt change) identified an
almost equal number
of health and p'leasure benefits that could be derived if a change was
The

made. Knowing potential benefits may have prompted them to take action,
but such knowledge was insufficient to maintain their attempts. Subjects
who maintained

lifestyle

changes derived more pleasure than health benefits from their changes. It is unknown whether the change group realized
pleasures on'ly after making the change or whether they were the primary

benefits sought. LJithout this answer it is not possible to determjne
the motivating influence that p'leasure has in initiating behaviour, but
the evidence suggests that derived pleasure may be important in maintaining the modified behaviour.

A previously identÍfjed limitation of compliance studies has
been their focus on the identification of reasons for noncompliance.
Consistent w'ith the studÍes of Telama et al (l9Bl), this study demonstrates that when benefits of compliance are investigated, they dispute
the popular bel ief that peop'le comp'ly wìth health recommendations
because
hpcauce

of
of

concern for their health. Peop'le choose
tha pleasures 'it brings.

their lifestyle

The Johnson Behavioural Model allows for a more complete explanation of behaviour in that it suggests that behavioural outcomes are
satisfactory when they are judged by the person to make a positjve

difference to their personal and social lives. This allows for the
inclusion of both health and pleasure related goals, thereby addressing
individual differences in motivation. The findings of this study confirm the importance of the cost/benefít aspect of the H.B.M. and the
attainment of a desired personaì goal in the Johnson l{odel. These
desired outcomes are part of the decision making process that lead
toward behaviour change.
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that perceived susceptibílity did not
contribute to health behaviour change and stated that "this lack of
supporting evidence casts doubt on the popular bel ief that inquiring
into patient's perceptions of their illnesses, and attemptìng to modify
their per"ceptions might improve compf iance." The data of this study
suggest that jt may not be that modifjcation of perceptions is jneffective, but rather that the nature of the modification is the problem.
Perceptions may need to be altered in relation to the person's p'leasure
goals rather than long term health goals. An emphasjs on how other
Baumgart (.l984) found

val ued p'leasures may become affected by continuation of r"i sk behaviour
and a search for pleasures that can be substituted for those lost as a
result of the'lifestyle change may be relevant to people's goa'ls and

consequently more
sty'l e change.

effective in both stimulatìng

and maintaining

'lìfe-

In summary, the lack of assocjatìon found between perceìved
susceptibility to stroke and lifesty'le change can be expìained by design ìimitations and by the conceptual framework if health goals are
replaced with pleasure goals. The association between compliance and
perceived loss of desired pìeasures resulting from lifestyle change
warrants further investigation.
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Knowledqe and

The

Lifestyle Chanqe

role of

knowledge

in

preparing the ind'ividual

for

change was

arif ied by secondary ana'lyses that compared l'ifestyl e change and
perceptions with scores in four areas of knowledge: disease and
family histony, facts about hypertension, influence of lifesty'le on

cl

hypertension, and understanding of 'lifestyle recommendations. Among
these four top'ics, two are of partìcular interest. Although total
knowledge was significantly associated wìth perceived susceptibility to
stroke, a secondary ana'lysis revealed that the only topic creat'ing this

significance was knowledge of hyper"tension (Appen¿ix F-l). Thus, knowing about the disease may make one believe they are at risk. 0n the
otherhand, know'ledge relating to the impact of lifestyle on hypertension,
consistently seemed to be most ìmportant relat'ive to behaviour change.
Thjs was exempìifjed by the fact that: l) the highest mean score of
the change group was i n thj s area (Appen¿'ix F-2) , 2 ) a'lthough not
statisticaliy significant, there was a trend for subjects who changed
ìifesty'le to have a hìgh score in this top'ic (X2 = 2.766, 1 d.f ., p =
.0962, Appendix F-3), and 3) subiects who djd not know that stressful
'living cont¡ibuted to hypertension did not make that part'icular lifestyle change (Append'ix F-4). Knowing that lifestyle could influence
hypertens'ion seemed to be more strong'ly associated with l'ifestyle change
than any of the other knowl edge areas.
The interaction between knowledge, perception, and behaviour is
interesting. Although neither total knowledge in the four tested areas
nor perceived susceptìb'il ity to stroke were related to majntenance of
ìifestyle change, knowledge specific to hypertension was significantly
associated withpercept'ions of susceptibil ìty to stroke, and there was some
'l 'if
estyl e
i ndication that knowl edge about the contrì bution of a particul ar

to disease was associated with change in that same l'ifestyle' Thus'
Some aspects of knowledge may be important for creat'irtg an awareness
of a need to change while other aspects may contnibute to the decision
making process of whether or not a change wi'|1 be made' Thjs is cons'istent with the H.B.F1. whjch states that cognition js necessary for the
init.iation of behav'iour change jn that the person must think about the
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question and notice the imbalance in order to motjvate
change. The new knowledge becomes the basjs for comparisons with expectations, goal s, and other dec'isions i n order to determ'ine what the chosen
'lifestyle wìll be. This suggests an interaction between the elements
of perceptions, choice and behav'iour in the conceptual framework.
elements

in

A'lthough knowl edge may be necessary for the i n'itiation of behaviour it does not necessarily 'lead to ma'intenance of behaviour change.
This was supported by the fact that l) the median total knowledge
scores of the change and no change groups were not s'ignificantly different'
2) subjects in the no change group more oîten stated health related
benefits that would be ach'ieved lF they were to modify their ì ïfesty]e
than did those subjects who did change behaviour, and 3) among the
subjects who d'id understand specif ic 'l ifestyl e recommendations, there
were more subjects who did not change their lifesty'le (Appendìx F-5).
assumption is that jndividuals who do not comply with
health recommendations do not understand the importance of the recommended
change. The data appear to contradict this assumption and question
the practjce of gìving more and more'informat'ion to people who are non
compl iant. There is a saturation poìnt beyond which giving more jnformation is not more effective. This notion ìs supported by the H.B.M.
whjch states that a cue js required at threshold level to trigger
behaviour but additional stimuli above threshold does not make the outcome beiter. The presentat'ion of informat'ion by health professional s or
the media may be important for increasing the person's readiness to
consider a lifesty'le change by making them aware of dissonance between
beliefs and behaviour but seems not to be a strong cue for maintaìnÌng
behaviour.

A

common
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Perceived

Su

rt

and Lifest

I

e

Chan e

The questionna'ire addressed both positive support and actions of
the soc'ial network that were perceived to h'inder modification of I ifestyle, termed non support. Subjects named from one to three persons

change. Because of so few instances of non support, inferences coul d not be derived from the data. Furtheridenti f ication of the
nature of opposing forces could provide a basjs for assisting peopie to
learn how to overcome obstacles to change.

who hjndered

aìl

subjects perceived receìving support, some changed
their lifestyle while others did not. When change was analyzed relative
to the amount of support, the relationship was sign'ificant. l'lhile some
support and some non support seemed not to affect change, a high degree
of support lvas associated with maintenance of ìifestyle change. This
suggests that enquirìng whether or not patients have support may not be
useful information, while examining the amount and qua'lity of support
may be cruciaj .
Although

Israel (lggZ) states that the quality of support js

determined

by the presence and nature of both emotional and practica'l support.
l.lhen cognitive, instrumental and social outreach support were viewed
collectively as practica'l support, those subjects who mainta'ined their
'l
ifesty'le change did jn fact perceive that they had rece jved a greater
amount of emot'ional and practical support than did those whó did not
change their lifestyle. However, most of the provision of practica'l
support was inf ormat'ion givi ng with very I ittl e specif ic practjca1
guidance offered.

A further examination of each type of support according to its
nature, functions and source revealed some interesting patterns" The
greatest amount of support received was emotional in nature. All subjects received some emotional support, most of which was provided by the
person's spouse and children. similar results were reported by Hume
(1984) who found that lB of the 25 subjects studied stated that the
spouse had a posìtive influence on their adherence to dia'lysis dietary
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regimens. The importance of the spouse's attitude was delineated by
Heinzelman (.l970) who demonstrated that exercise compliance was 80%
when the wife's attitude was positive, and only 40% when it was negative or neutral. These findings aìong with responses to the interview
questions support the view that the person's sign'ificant others may
influence compliance perhaps through such actions as understandin,g the
person's l'ifestyle chojce, demonstrating a sincere desire to help,
assisting in dec'ision making, encouraging attempts during times of
temptation and through helping the person work out detai.Is regarding
implementation of the Fêcornffiêrrdations. If these, data are confjrmed by other
studies, it would seem prudent to include significant others in the
planning of'lifestyle change so that their efforts be more effective and
so that they too, neceive support to replace that which they are
expending. Further exploration is required to identify the emotìonal,
cognìtive and practical support that they requ'ire in order to adequately
ful fil I the'ir rol e.
Physicians were named three times as often as providers of
emotional support than were the nurses, even though subjects were
presented with a cue card on which the nurse was named first and the
physician last. This result is not surprising, consjdering that the

nurse's contact time with patients was much less than that of the
physicians. During informal discussions fol'lowing the interview,
subjects commented on "how nice the clin'ic nurses were." Although warmth
and fr:'iendliness have been shown to be associated w'ith compliance
(Ctrristensen, l97B), the most important aspect of emotional support has
been demonstrated to be understanding (Porritt, I 979). When the study
by Bullough (l9Bl), in whjch only 25% of patìents perce'ived the nurse
as a significant source of emotional support, is considered with the
data of thJs study the evidence suggests that nurses need to take deliberate actjons to explore, discuss and understand the concerns and
feei j ngs of pati ents. The poss i bil ity for such 'i nteraction i n this
setting needs to be examined in light of the restricted nurse/pat'ient
contact time and the the nurse's predom'inant function of preparing the
Patient to see the physìcian.
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Cognitive support was not assocjated with whethet or not subjects majntained thel'r iifestyle changes. In fact, when individual
lifestyìes were examined, among the subjects who neceived information,
there were more who did not change. This further substantiates the
idea that receiving infoniration does not guarantee behaviour change.
Physicians and nurses were named equally as the principle
providers of information. Despite this relative equality, when patients
were asked to identify the primary reason for their behaviour change,
subjects who had maintained a change, more often (30 times) did so "because
the doctor told me to". The nurse, on the other hand, was named only
five times as the source of motivation for change - fewer than anyone
else in the social network. The reports of Bul'lough (lg8l), where only
20% of patients identified the nurse as a signifìcant source of information, colren (19s1) where 42% of patients perceived the nurse as
giving little or no information, and Hume (.l984) where ll of the 2s
subjects remarked that nurses had nothing to do with their dialysis
dietary recommendations suggest that nurses may be neglecting their
health educator role. This study demonstrates that while some nurses
may be giving some information, their impact on individuals seems to be
weak.

It

has been reported that a demonstration of understandíng of the
patient situation by health professionals is assocÍated with compliance
whereas the level of patient knowledge is not (porritt,1979; Becker
et al,1974). If this is true, then the fact that physicians were perceived to give three times as much emotional support than nurses, may
account for the difference between physicíans and nurses in influencing
behaviour change despite the fact that they were perceived to gìve the
same amount of information. This implies that it may be essential to
coupìe information giving with a clear demonstration of concern and
understanding during the process of health teaching.

In regard to 'instrumental support, subjects who maintained thejr
lifestyle had rece'ived more help in learning how to change. This
supports the notion that people need assistance jn learn'ing how to

/8e
imp'lement

a 'l ifestyle recommendatìon, and cannot merely be told that

they shou'ld change.
assistance was particu'larly evident in stress
management - the least attempted change. The most frequent reason
given for this lack of attempt was an unawareness of how to cope with
stress and how to increase relaxation, rather than a lack of knowledge
of the dangers of stress or a lack of desire to change. Prior to
carrying out thi s study, the cl'inic nurses i nd'icated that I i ttl e
emphasis was placed on stress management due to a lack of time and
follow up resources. Thus, the findings, while not surprìsing, do show
that without the early input from health professionals subjects'abi'l'ity
to develop necessary relaxation skil'ls may have been hampered. The
study supports the conceptual model which suggests that a function of
the environment is to provide both the opportunity and r.esources for
the development of desirable behaviour. l.lithout such assjstance
individuals may not be able to develop the skills needed to overcome
The need

barriers to

for

change

ConsÍstent r,rith the find'ings of Porritt (1979), subiects in this
study were turning to their spouse and other members of thejr social
network to receive instrumental support. These providers of help
ranked higher than the health professionals suggesting that although
health professionals are recommending lifestyie changes, peop'le are
left on their own to learn how to go about making the changes. Since
the majority of help was received from the social network and only 14
of the 25 subjects successfully changed their 'l ifesty'le despite this
assistance, instrumental support from the social network alone may
either not be suffic'ient, or the persons to whom the patient turns may
not be any more knowledgeable than the patient, regarding successful
methods of lifestyle chanþe. Instrumental support may well belong in

the domain of health professionals. If the above results are substantiated by other studies the role of the nurse should be clear. That
'l
i s, nurses must hel p peop'l e I earn how to imp'l ement i festyl e recommendations. 0ne must also ask whether health professionals are neglectìng
this aspect of their educator role because of lack of time and or lack
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of expertise about effective

of encouraging behaviour change.
Further preparation may be essential for adoption of this vital role.
An extension of this lack of assìstance was apparent in the
data relative to social outreach support. The fact that only fìve out
of 25 subjects received help in contacting other resources, indicates
thjs is a neglected area of support. This type of support was not
offered often, never by the nurse, nor did subjects ask for it. Upon
further questioning of some subjects, it was u:lclear as to how much this
type of assistance was wanted. Subjects felt that it was really up to
them

methods

to change. This supports Baumgart's (.l984) suggestion that

involvement

of peers, family members, and outs'ide agencies

be done
cautious'ly, as it might we'll be an unwel comed infringement on the
individual's personal autonomy. Exploration of, a patìent's preference

for this

serv'ice needs further investigation.

that once an individual has the'intentjon to
make a behaviour changê, ô cue is required at threshold level to trigger
the intention into action. Subjects who stated that they independently
made the decision to mod'ify their lifestyie stated that to some degree
they were motivated by tel evi sion and pamphl et informat'ion or genera'l'ly
just by knowing that the Iifesty'le change would be beneficial. For
other ind'ividuals the physicjan was instrumental ìn initiating the
behaviour change while fami'ly members were particularly influential in
The H.B.M. suggests

supporting lifestyle choices., These data concur with the conceptual
framework which emphasizes that health professiona'ls, family and peer
groups can influence the lìfestyle choices that are made. Theír
provision of support may ìn fact be the important cues that trigger or
maintain behaviour of people who are at risk to health or pleasure loss.
The cufng influence of the nurse, however, appears to be weak.
The conceptual framewor¡defines the nurses'role as one in which, through
mutual patient/nurse partic'ipation : I ifestyl e prob'l eÍns are def i ned,

perceptìons of the need for action, the consequences of action and non
action are discussed, variables influencing behavíour are explored and
new behaviours are learned. The primary jnterventions of the nurse are
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to provide stimulí, opportunitìes and resources to facilitate
the learning of behaviours which are judged by patients to make a
positive difference to their life. The data indicate that these roles
are not fu'l1y realized. The greatest gap seems to be in exploring
variables of concern and in assisting people to learn how to implement
a 'l ifestyl e recommendation. Perhaps i f these functions were 'impl emented
consistently, attempts to assist patients to al ter their risk imposing
lifestyle would be more effective. Further investigation of the
collaborative, supportive efforts of all health professionals and the
patients'' sign'ificant others seems warranted.

of tables 9 and Appendix F-6 raise some important
questions. First, are there two distinct groups of patients - those
who adhere to physician recommendations and those who self make (ìndeThe data

pendently) decisions to change lifestyle. S'ince many in the independent
group were not able to maintain their changes, does this support the
popu'lar opinion that, people cannot do it alone? Since 1Ífestyle change
was signif icant'ly associated with high 'level s of support, would subjects
have been more successful if they had also received more assjstance from
profess ional staff ? t¡lhat rol e s houl d the nurse assume wi th each of
these particul ar gro u ps ?
Second, if people are turning primari'ly to their spouse for
support and assistance, what assistance, does the spouse need ín order
to be more effective in providing emotional and instrumental support?

Third, what is the relationship between amount and type of
support and the person who provides it? Consistent with the 1ìterature,
the person's spouse and total social network provided the greatest
amount of overall support. However, support seems not to be the most
important factor, for it was the physician who was perceived as being
most influential in motivatìng successfuì lifestyle changes. 0ne wonders
if these data support the view that individuals heed the advjce of a
person perceived to have credibility and who is in a position of author*
ity. The physician is often viewed in th'is respect. One wonders also,
if different people exert a different jnfluence at different tìmes.
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ìmportant during the initial
decision making, and does the social network then assume major responsibjl ity for adherence to that decision? What role should the nurse

Is the physìcian/patient interaction

assume

in this

process?

Fourth, one wonders why it is that nurses ranked lowest on both
the provision of overali support, and as a source of influence for
change? Is one the result of the other? This lack of influence is'in
contrast to results obtained in this same setting when tlrere was a nurse
operated clinic which demonstrated better compl'iance rates than the
physician run c'lin'ic (Ramsey, I 982). Thi s suggests that
nurses are not beÍng utilized to theÍr potential in the present system
in which nurses no longer are the patients' primary contact. Further
studies in wh'ich piiysicians and nurses have equal contact time with
pat'ients are required to tJetermine the specífic activities each performs
and the impact each has on the patients'compliance with recommended
lifestyles. This would provide a means by which each professional's
unique contribution could be used jointly to the patient's best advantage.

of Findings to the Conceptuaì Framework
A focus of this study was to describ.e relationships of several
variables with change and no change in lifestyle behaviour. The findings
of this study indicate that there are assocÍations between the variables
of the concePtual framework.

Application

There was no association between perceived susceptibii ity to
stroke and behaviour. However, this might reflect a methodo'logìca1
problem or a lack of influence of health related goa1s. Subject responses suggest that a stronger association might be found between
p'leasure goa'ls, perceptions and lifestyle change. Interaction was
evident between perceptions and lifestyle choice through the influence
of knowledge of disease which was significantly associated with perceptìons of susceptibif ity to stroke. Although total knowledge was not
associated with behaviour change, there was some indication that
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knowledge

a prerequis'ite for lifewas a significant associatjon between

of the impact of lifestyle

style behaviour change" There

may be

of

support and behaviour change. The conceptua'l framework
suggests that ìnresponse to stimuli, behaviour re-establishes balance in
the person through a feedback mechanism between behaviour and goals.
This feedback was reflected in the fact that behaviour was modified
only to the extent that the person retained some p'leasures that were
consjdered Ímportant to them.
amount

The conceptual framework was useful in that it provided a
systematic method for the investigation artd analysis of persona'l

,

and

interpersona'l variabl es and their relationsh jp with comp'l'iance to I ifesty'le recommendations. hlith modifications to the section on goais and
perceptions, all four areas were found to influence the maintenance of

'lifestyle choices. If the
four areas of the conceptual frar¡ework were
considered in each teaching situatfon by the entire health care team,
pat'ients might better be able to make positive adaptations to reduce
their stroke risk behaviour wh'ich could lead to a more satìsfactory
achievement of personai 'l 'ife goa'ls.

Im

I ications

for

Nursin

Practice and Education
The patterns

jdentified in the data

may have some practical

impl ìcations.

a change 'in the popul ar assumpt'ion that
only the elderly are stroke prone. If stroke is to be reduced, high
risk individuals must be jdentified at the onset of risks, not at the
time of stroke occurrence. This study identified the 35 to 65 year age
group to have, on the average, four of the six l'ifest.yl es that direct'ly
or indirectly pose stroke risk and often to be unaware of the risk
impì ications of their fam'ily medica'l hìstory. The importance of obtaìning specific detail s regarding family history and I ifestyle in all

First, there

needs

to

be
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if

high risk, stroke prone individuals are to
identified and helped to lower theír risk.

patients

seems

clear

be

the conceptual framework suggests that nurses need to
strengthen the person's drive to ach jeve thei r persona'l goal s. Thìs
study suggests that a way to do this may be to stress p'leasure goals
wh'ich can be derived from a change rather than to emphasize avoidance of
disease Eoa'l s. t,íhen pleasure js to be lost patients should be encouraged
to find substitute pleasures to fjll the gap. Since pleasures derived
from d'ifferent lìfestyle activjtjes seemed to be different, dìfferent
goals should be stressed with djfferent 1ìfestyle recommendations. For
salt restriction, an emphasis on hypertensìon reduct'ion and stroke prevention seems important, whereas for exercise recommendations better sleep,
more energy and increased relaxation can be gained. For alcohol reduct'ion
betterinterpersonal relationshi ps need to be stressed. Part'icular
attention needs to be given to overweìght women for whom appearance and
fashjon may be of importance. There were insufficient data to shed
light on benefits of not smoking and stress reduct'ion. People may need
to have ass'istance in examining the incongruence between these pleasure
Second,

goals and

their

behaviour.

Third, the conceptual framework suggests that nunses need to
inquire into and modify people's perceptìons of their susceptibility to
d'isease. The lack of association found between lifestyle change and
perceived suscept'ibìl ìty suggests that th'is action may be ineffective
'if the attempt'is to mod'ify perceptions in line wjth disease real'it'ies.
A preferrable approach might be to exp'lore perceptions of how cont'inuation of risk behaviour could'interfere w'ith short term pleasures.
Faitors identified by the change group as hav'ing promoted their maintenance of lifesty'le change further suggest that the person's perception
of the acceptabìlity of the change and perceptions of their own abilities

to

change should be explored. The non change group tended to vÍew change
more negatively, and believed laziness, fatigue, and boredom were responsible for their lack of change. 0n the otherhand, those who did
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the new behaviour as one which gave them satisfact'ion and
a sense of pride in their accomplishement. Thus, if percept'ions are
altered, it may need to be in a way that reflects a positive approach
to achieving pìeasure from the 'lifestyìe change.
change viewed

Fourth, the majority of patients do not require more knowledge
of their disease but they do need assistance in learning how to make the
recommended change. Such practical assistance,together with refenral to
avajlable resources, is a genenally neg'lected anea of care. The prov'ision of such support may be the role most appropriately assumed by the
nurse. Careful assessment of what type,and how much,assistance the
person and their sìgnificant other need and want may create a more
supportìve relationship. Particular attention needs to be given to the
spouse if that is the person to whom the patient turns for instrumental
support. It seems important that the question is - what kind of support
is being offered, not merely whetherit js being offered.

Fifth, the fjndings

suggest that nurses may require further skill
in counselling and health teachìng methods. The majorìty of pat'ients
identified the nurses as being "n"ice" rather than as a significant
source of support and assistance. Nurses must re-assess their role in
clinic settings, and alter practice so that patients are offered both
t'ime and expert counselling on how to make the change rather than simply
to be asked whether they have made the change.
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Reseanch

The instrument used in this study, of 25 subjects, has
revealed some interesting patterns in relat'ion to knowledge, perce'ived
susceptibility, suppor"t and behaviour change. The instrument needs to
be further refined and tested for reljabil'ity and va1ìdity.

find'ings have methodologicaf implications. First, when
subjects were asked to name the benefits derived from their" changes,
they expressed primarily pleasure benefits. This concurs with the study
by Telama et al (lgAl) who found that when questionnaires weÉe used to
'identify mot'ives for exercise, the answers reflected the health educat'ion
propaganda. However, when intervjews were used, they revealed a 7% heallh
motivation and a 40% pìeasure motivation for exercise. The results of
this study offer further support for the use of interviews as the methoodology of chojce for other compliance studies addressing lifestyle
change. Second, the fact that subjects ÍdentifÍed different benefits for
Two

di

fferent

'l

i f esty'les

,

supports the notion

that

" shoul d not
entity, but rather specific lifestyles need to be
for diffening determjnants of behaviour.
The study needs to be repricated with a larger sample, and wí.th
populations from a variety of settìrigs in which nunses
have longer contact
time wÍth patients. Because of the high incidence of noncompliance
after
"compl i ance

be studied as a broad
examined'ind'ividual'ly

several months, 'longitudinal studies are required.

l.
2.

The study raises some impontant questions for further research:
what support do patients want at various phases of jjfestyle change?

what aspects of support can best be provr'ded by the nurse and in
what sett'ing can this best be accomplished?

3.

what educat'ional preparation is necessary
counsel and assist in 'lìfestyle change?

4.

what actions can nurses take to'increase the impact
messages and support?

for

nurses

to effectively

of their

/e7

5.

specific actjvjties of health professjonals and membens
of the social network which are perceived by the patient to be help-

what are the

ful in encour agìng and mainta'ining 'lifestyle change?
6. what assistance is needed by the person w'ith whom the patient lives
to better assist the patient to majntain a lifestyle

change?

/eB

S umma

r and Concl usion

.

In l9B0-Bl over 3,000 Manitobans suffered a stroke. Provjncial'ly,
nationally and internationa'liy, stroke is the third most important
cause of death and ranks first as a cause of ìong term disabi'lity. Such
statistics provided the impetus for this study whose purpose was to
describe relationships associated with perceptions, support, knowledge
and modification of lìfestyìes that pose stroke rjsk. Although half
the subjects, who had an average of four lifestyle risks maintained one
or more iifestyle changes and wanted to make others, many risk behavìours
stjll remained. Risk reducing behaviour was not associated with per"ceived susceptibi'l ity to stroke but a difference emerged among the I ifetyìe change and no change groups in relatíon to the nature and amount
0f support received. t¡lhile it was evident that different indìviduals
provÍde different types of support, the nurses'role needs to be defined more clear'ly. The data confirmed that although heaith behaviour
'is a person's own responsibility it can be ìnfluenced by others. From
that standpoi nt , heal th prof ess'ional s have an obl 'igation to assi st patients to make appropriate choices and develop those behaviours which
could lead to a better qua'l ity of l'ife.
limitations of the sample selection and size, and the unknown
valjdity of the instrument must be emphasized. As data were collected
The

only during one interview
over time.

it

may

not represent perceptions and behavÍour

date, emphasis tends to be on the provision and analysis of
emotional support. The effect on specific lifestyie changes when aì1
four types of support are appropriately provided by various members of
the health team and the social network remains to be studied. Such
information might provide insights as to why, in relation to iifestyle
change and reduction of stroke risks, so few succeed and so many fail.
To
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FORM

B:

are invi.ted to take part as an unpaìd part'ici pant 'in a study
of 26 people who have high blood pressure and attend this clinic. This
study is part of my thesis for a Master of Nursing at the Unìvers'ity of
You

l4anitoba School

of Nursing,

This study is jnvestigating whethe ro r not people with high b'lood
pressure change their way of living and w hat he1 ps or prevents them from
making thìs change. Your participation i nt his study will help nurses
understand this and develop better ways o fh e'lpi ng peopl e to ma ke changes
so that they can reduce the compljcatjons of high blood pressure.

a)
b)

If you decide to partic'ipate in this study, you will be asked to
gìve me perm'ission to reView your clinic/hosþìtal record,
spend approximately thirty to sixty minutes answering some questions
about your health, the way you live, your risk of stroke and your
feelings about the support you get from health professionals and the
peopl e that are important to you . A'l though some peo.p'l e may i ni tial I y
feel hesistant when answerìng these questions, I want to assure you
that there are no right or wrong answers. The interview will take
pìace in your own home at a time convenient for you and me. I will
read the question to you and will write down your answers.

Any information obtained in
and my advisory committee will see

this study is confidential.

On'ly I

the questionnajres. Upon completion
of the study, the questionnajre will be destroyed. The written report
of this study wi'I1 present on'ly group information so that no single
individual will be identifiable.
Your decision whether or not to partic'ipate in th'is study will
not affect your relationshìp with the nurses or physicians, nor the care
you rece jve in this cl in'ic. If you decide to participate 'in thjs study,
you will be free to discontinue partìcipation at any time.

If
_
later,
Becker

you have any questions, please ask me. If you have questìons
You may contact the investigator, Jeannette Rewucki, ãt Z8Z-3865.
If you are unabre to reach me, ca]1 my advìsór, conn.ie

at

474-9664.

You

will

be given a copy

of this

consent form

to

keep.

You are making a decision whether or not to particìpate. Your
signature indicates that you have read the 'information provided above
and have decided to participate. You are free to withdraw at any time
after signing thìs form should you choose to discontinue partic'ipation

in this

study.
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Signature
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Thank you for agreelng co ansuer this four part l.ncervieli about hj.gh
Please answer a11 tlìe rluestiorìs ¿rs
blood pressure, stroke and llfestyle.
best you can. There are no right or wrong ånsvers.
To keep your ânsuers prlvate, your name will not l)e pur on the answer
slìeet. If ât any tlme you do not rvlsh to corìtlrìue in tlìIs study, you arc
free to stop answerlng tlre questlonnirire,
If you are ucleâr abouc any of che quesÈlorìs, or what is expected of
you I will be pleased to ansver your questlons.
Thank you for your time and co-operatlon.

Jelnnecte Rewucki
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